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PREFACE
The general purpose computer routines described in this document were
developed to implement digital filtering techniques for the Computation Laboratory,
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract No. NAS8-20308.
The routines included both coefficient generation and applications programs,
The purpose of this Volume (II) is to instruct in the correct use of these
routines without giving a detailed explanation of the underlying mathematics in spite
of the fact that many of the routines implement fairly sophisticated mathematical.
operations. It is, therefore, frequently necessary to refer to Volume I of the final
report on Digital' Flltering .ab&Plrc-deea6,ing.'By Transfoi7n Tebhaiq;;es,-to-.fuilylunderstand
the operation. of thei toutines.
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1.' GUIDE TO DIGITAL FILTER Rou rINESS A' GENLRAL INTRODUCTION
The following is intended as an introduction for a proapectil*e.user'(4.the
digital filter generation routines discussed in this document.
	 The routines are
designed to run on a computer with a Fortran IV Compiler.
There are two basic types of routines presented here:
	 (1) Synthesis or
filter coefficient generation routines, and (2) application or filtering routines.
The synthesis routines aid in design of the digital filters while the applications
routines use the filter weights computed by the synthesis routines to perform data
filtering.	 The synthesis routines are treated in some detail due to their complexity
while the applications routines are relatively simple subroutines.
	 Some fundamentalPP	 	 	  
applications routines have been developed which will be useful in many problems.
' Statistical filtering routines have not been included.
r Synthesis routines generally fall into one of two categories depending upon
the application.
	 They are:
	 (1) Fitting of an analogue transfer function over a
frequency region of interest, and (2) processing data in some general way, e. g.
smoothing.	 Selection of particular synthesis routines depends upon which of these
two problems is being solved.
	 In both cases the expression implementing the filter
is the same, only the coefficients are changed.
	 Input to the filter is a sequence of
numbers which rnay, for convenience, be thought of as representing samples of a
continuous function of time.
	 The digital filter operates on this input number sequence
to produce an output number sequence.
When the problem is numerical integration or simulation of an analogue
transfer function then the digital filter output number sequence would preferably
be the same as the output samples of the analogue transfer function whose input was
a continuous function.
	 This i3 illustrated in Figure 1-1
Exact simulation is achieved when output sequence II is the same as output
sequence I.
	 Namely the numerical (digital) solution and the analogue system output
samples are identical.
	 Generally this is impossible; a delay is usually necessary.
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On the other hand, if the problem is to process some number sequence in a
general way, then strict corresponden ne to an equivalent analogue transfer function
is not required. An important example of this type of processing is the emphasis
or removal of a particular band of frequencies in a wide signal spectrum. The
routines which develop this kind of filtev are much less comroltcated, are easier to
use, and occupy much less storage thun do the more general synthesU routines.
These are the bilinear z transformation routines.
The transfer function of a practical linear, constant coefficient digital filter
may be written as,
	
Hz(z)	 X(z)
M	 -k
L a k z
N
bkz..k
k= 0
where:
Y(z) is the output sequence z transform
X(z) is the input sequence z transform
'rhe "time domain" input-output relation corresponding to the transfer function above is
M	 N
,y=	 1	 a x	 -	 b y	 0-2)k	 b0	 m k-m	 n k-n
m- 0	 n =1
where:
X n = nth member of the input sequence
y
	
	 = nth member of the output sequencen.
This is the form of the digital filter used by the applications routines. That
is to say 0-2) is the calculation performed to produce the kth output of a digital filter.
The simulation problem requires further discussion at this point because
there are two distinct techniques available for simulation synthesis. Use of these
routines result in either a recursive or a non-renurs ive filter. The decision whether
to select a recursive or non-recursive digital filter synthesis of an analoguei
transfer function depends upon the spectrum bandwidth being simulated and the
nature of .__e transfer funci.^: in itself. The userwill always select the method which
1-3
realizes the analogue transfer function with sufficient accuracy over the fregitenry
range of interest. 	 A commonly used c riteria for determ ±.nhig simulation accui ,icy
are the amplitude and phase vers..?- frequency responses of the digital filter.	 By
comparing the digital filter responses with the responses of the analogue transfer
function one can evaluate the success of a particular technique when applied 0 a
specific transfer function. 	 If both the recursive and the non - recursive techniques
produce a digital filter which adequately realizes the transfer function over the
frequency range of interest thsr the realization having the fewest number of filter
coefficients should be selected in the interest of faster computation time.
The correct choice cannot always be made apridr ; only after both
recursive and non - recursive realizations of a particular transfer function have
been developer: can the d`^--ision be confidently made. 	 However, guidance in, this
selection can be based on past experience.
	
It has been found that :or approximately
1 % to 5% error in the digital filter frequency response it is usually beet to use the
recursive filter realization if:
(1) The approximation band is less than 1/3 the sampling frequency
or	 (2) The transfer function itself is "bandlimited" to 1/2 the sampling
frequency.
on the other hand, if the transfer function extends beyond 1/3 the sampling
frequency (it is not sufficiently bandlimited to half the sampling frequency) and it
is desired to realize the transfer function ,to the maximum limit of 1 /2 the sampling
frequency then it is usually necessary to use non-recursive realizations.
While certain theoretical considerations lead to initial information as to the
expected approximation accuracy, the calculations necessary to finally judge the
''alias ing"are generally as much labor as trying the various techniques.	 of course,
if the analogue transfer function is "obviously" bandlimited below half the sampling
frequency, then recursive filtering by the direct z transform is preferable.
There is one further consideration in making the choice between recursive
arid. non-recursive filter realizations.
	
That consideration is the additional time
uelay introduced by digital filtering.
	
The recursive filter often introduces less
time delay than the non-recursive filter if a smaller approximation region is
allowable.
Figure 1-2. illustrates the steps which must be taken to develop digital filters
for transfer function simulation.
f
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2, RECURSIVE z TRANSFORMATION/DATA RECONSTRUCTJON'ROU TINE&FOR TRANSFER
FUNCTION .APPROXIMATIION'
Introduction
It is assumed that the tr4nsfer,function to, be simulated is available as the'rat
of (wo polynomials in the Laplace transform variable "s". The denominator polynomial
must be factored into its roots which may be either real or complex and may have
any multiplicity. That is, the transfer function is of the form,
^S = p0 + pl
s + p2s 2 + + pns n
H(s)	 Q(s)
	 (s + R )ml (s + R )m2 (s + R3)'31 	2	 3	 (2-1)
where the
p's are the numerator' polynomial coefficients (real coefficients)
R's are the denominator roots (complex roots)
m's are the denominator root multiplicities
The convention for polynomials used it all the following routines is that
the lowest order coefficient is stored in the first location of its real or complex
array. Assume a polynomial of the form
t
	
P = p0 
+ plx + p2x .2 +	 + pnxn
	
(2--2)
z
The coefficients are stored in the linear array P as
P(1) - p 
P(2) = pl
P(3) - p2
with pi reap or complex.
b^
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A second convention used in the following routines is that the length of a
polynomial is described by its degree rather than by the number of coefficients.
The polynomial above is of degree N and has N+1 coefficients, but N (its degree)
is used to indicate its length.
The steps required for preparation of the transfer function for use by the
z transformation routines are
(1) define the numerator polynomial of H(s) in a real linear array
(2) define the roots in a complex linear array
(3) define the multiplicities in an integer array
(4) set some integer variable equal to the numerator degree
(5) set another integer variable equal to the number of distinct roots.
Note that if a root is real it is necessary to specify the imaginary part zero.
x
--
A
I
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2.1 z TRANSFORM PROGRAM SEQUENCING
A list of steps required to z transform a transfer function follows.
The method is fundamentally the same regardless of the reconstruction p^ ocedure:
(1) Modify original transfer function H(s) with desired reconstruction
function R(s). The result is a new function H(s) R(s). Program used:
RECONS
(2) Perform the partial fraction expansion on the reconstruction modified
ILL	 transfer function, H(s) R(s). Program used: PARTLF
(3) z transform the resulting partial fraction expansion. Program used:
CLEANZ
(4) *Adjust the amplitude response at zero frequency of the resulting filter
to be the same as the response of the original transfer function. This
is particularly useful for those transfer functions which are zero at zero
frequencies, e.g. differentiators . Program used: LEVEL
(5y` Evaluate the amplitude and phase vs. frequency response of the z
transformed function and compare its response with the original transfer
function. Program name: RESP
Since this procedure does not vary with the reconstruction method there
are only two sequencing programs needed. Their names are appropriately SEQUNI
and SEQUN2. They are identical except the SEQUN2 has no print-out and does
not evaluate the frequency responses of the original function and the transformed
function. Its sole purpose is to find the z transform filte- coefficients and return
them to the main program.
To use SEQUNI or SEQUN2 specify the following;
(1) The transfer function specifications
a. Root values complex
b. Number of roots - integer
c. Multiplicity of each root-integer
d. Numerator polynomial - real coefficients
e. Degree of numerator polynomial - integer
f. Sampling period in seconds - real
Al Optional
(2) Reconstruction Function Specification
a. Is any reconstruction needed? If the original function is bandlimited
to half the sampling frequency no reconstruction filter need be added.
In this case set IREC=O, otherwise set IREC=1. However, if a
	
reconstruction function is required to bandlimit the transfer function 	 n
it is necessary to further specify.
b. Type of reconstruction function to be used. If Butterworth reconstruc-
tion is used then specify:
1. Approximation bandwidth w	 }
2. Aliasing level or out-of-band attenuation, a 	
4
3. Whether minimum pole or minimum tinge delay
Butterworth function is desired
Always consult the document describing SEQUNI before attempting to use the
routine since it has many variables in its CALL statement whose function should
be fully understood.
Another program can be used which sequentially tries some of the reconstruc-
tion methods. For each reconstruction function applied to the input transfer function
this program follows the sequence outlined above. The user can look at the resulting
response tabulations and select the method which best fills the requirements of the
simulation task.
The name of this program is BLAST. BLAST has no output to the maim
	
program. Its only output is printed paper and its only input is the transfer function.
	
u
Use of this program should give the user an intuitive understanding of the relative
merits of the various reconstruction methods. Once the best method is found to
n
solve a given problem SEQUNI or SEQUN2 should be used to generate the actual
filter coefficients.
A flow chart of the various program and their subroutines follows in figure 2.1-1.
	 h:
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2.1.1 BLAST, A Routine Which Tries Various Reconstruction Techniques With z
Transformation
'Phis routine is a sequencing routine which tries all the commonly used
reconstruction techniques used in z transforming transfer functions. For a given
transfer function there are some reconstruction techniques which work better than
others. It may not be obvious to the user which reconstruction filter to use on a given
transfer function. The obvious solution is to try all of them and pick the technique
which wives best results. For a discussion of the various reconstruction filters used
here refer to Sectic,n 7, Vol I,Digital Filtering and Processing By Transform Techniques.
'this routine (1) acids a reconstruction function R(s) to the input transfer function
11(s), (2) performs the partial fraction expansion and z transformation on the resulting
reconstructed function H(s) x R(s), (3) evaluates the frequency response of functions
[11(s) x R(s)] and the original function H(s), (4) sets the zero frequency level of the z
transfer function equal to the original function H(s) and then (5) re-evaluates the
frequency response. BLAST goes through the above sequence for each of the following
rC',CO1lSt1'uctiu11 front ends
(1) No reconstruction, that is-R(s) = 1
(2) First order delayed sample and hold reconstruction
(3) Zero order sample and hold reconstruction
(4) First order extrapolation sample and hold reconstruction
(5) Butterworth reconstruction with a = .1, w a = 1/4 , w
i=(G) Butterworth reconstruction with a = . 01, a = 1/4 ws	r
where a is the attenuation of the aliasing tail in the approximation band wa
(1) RECONS, the reconstruction filter generator
(2) PARTLF, which finds the partial fraction expansion of H(s) . R(s)
(3) CLEANZ, which generates the modified impulse invariant z transform of
H(s) . R(s)
(4) REFORM, which forms the denominator polynomial from its input roots.
(5) RESP, which evaluates and prints out the frequency response of
[H(s) . R(s)) and the frequency response of H(s) side by side.
(6) LEVEL, which sets the amplitude response of [H(s) . R(s)] equal to the
amplitude response of H(s) at zero frequency.
z
CALL STATEMENT:
lS
1
CALL BLAST (A, M, , N o MULT, T)
r
4
	
	 All of these call variables are inputs. The only output from this routine is
printing,
1. A is a real array containing the numerator coefficients of the input transfer function
H(s).
A(l)° a0
A(2) -al
t
1
A (m+l) = am
2. M is the integer degree of A.
3. B is a complex linear array of the Ndenominator roots. B may also be a real array
with:	 B(1) = real part of root #1
B(2) - imaginary part of root #1
B(3) = real part of root #2
B(4) = imaginary part of root #2
B(2N-1) = real part of the Nth root
B(2N) = imaginary part of the Nth root
2.47
4. N, the number of denominator roots - integer
5. MULT, an integer array containing the multiplicities of the N denominator roots.
6. T the sampling period, a real variable.
2-8
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SUBROUTINE BLASTIB,M.AvNtMULTgT1
C FOR INFORMATION ON THESE ROUTINES CONTACT E.M. GERMAN
C	 SENOIX COMMUNICATIONS DI V SALTO# MD 301 — VA 3 2200 EX 715
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A — H2O — t )
DIMENSION Al l)rBll)tMULT( 1)
DIMENSION P( 50) • Q( 50) •COFF ( 501 , TRA( 50) 9BOUT (50)
C	 APPROXIMATION BAND ARBITRARILY SET TO 1/4 OF THE SAMPLING FREQUENCY
WA= Is 570796/T
00 20 J=196
NSAV=N
GO TO ( 12, 13. 13t 13, 14, 15) ,J
12 IREC=O
NSH=10
GO TO 18
13 NSH=J-3
IREC= 1
GO TO 18
14 NSH=10
ALP HA= .1
MINPOL=1
GO TO 18
15 ALPHA=.01
18 CONTINUE
CALL RECONS(NSHtA,MULT,N,
	 T,MINPOL,WA, ALPHA ,BPM,TAU,WCt BOUT r
1MOUT,MUSAV9IREC)
CALL PARTLFI BOUT ,MOUTtA9MULT,NtCOEF,CONST)
WRITE(695) M,N
NR= 0
00 30 I =1, N
30 NR= NR +MUL T I I )
NR= 2*NR
NO2=2*N
WRITE1694HA(I), I=1•ND2)
WRITE(6,21) CONST
WRITE(696)(COEF( I)9I=1,NR)
CALL CLEANZICOEF,A,N,MULT,T,MOUT,CONST,P,NP,Q,NQ,NSHI
IF(NSM.LE.1) MULT(N)=MUSAV
N=NSAV
CALL REFURMIA,N,MULTt1'RAvNTRAI
NR1=NTRA+1
WRIE(6v7)(TRA(I)1'I= 1vNR1)
WRITE(691)
LAST	 NP + 1
WRITE(6,2)IP1I )t I=1,LAST)
WRITE(693)
LAST = NQ + 1
WRITE(6.2)(W(I),I=19LAST)
CALL RESP(PtNP,Q,NQ i TRA,NTRA ipB,M, TtTAU)
WRITE(6,11) TAU
WRITE(6t8)
WRITE(6,311
GO TO (21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 2 71 , J
22 WRITE(6932)
GO TO 28
23 WRITE(69 331
GO TO 28
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24 WRITE 16, 341
GO TO 28
25 WRITE 16, 351
GO TO 28
26 WRITE16 # 361	 WA
GO TO 28
27 WRITE(6, 371	 WA
28 CONTINUE
$LEV=8111/TRA( 11 r,^
CALL LEVEL( SLEV.P,NP,Q•NQ 1
WRITE(6. 101
WRITEI6t ll
LAST = NP +	 1
WRITE(6v2)(P(I J t
 l =ltLASTI
WRITE(6t3)
LAST = NQ +	 1
WRITE ( 692)(QI I It I = ItLASTI
CALL RESP(P,NP,Q,NQ#TRA,NTKA,B,M•T,TAU)
WRITE(6t9)
20 CONTINUE
n^
RETURN
1 FORMATI /,3X,l&H OUTPUT PZ
	 )
2 FORMATI/i 2X, E15.8)
3 FORMA: I/93X, 11H OUTPUT QZ
	 1
4 FORMAT (/, 3X, 8H	 ROOT=	 ,E 15.8, 3X,E 15.8 )
5 FORMATIIH14X3H M=I4,5X3H N=I3)
6 FORMAT 1/, 3X, 24H PARTIAL FRACTION COEF =
	 ,E 15.8 t3X •E15.8)
7 FORMAT (/ t 3X, 27H REFORMED DENOMINATOR POLY=
	
9E15.8)
8 FORMAT(//, 34H RESPONSE BEFORE LEVEL CORRECTING
	
!
9 FORMAT (//, 36H RESPONSE AFTER CORRECTION BY LEVEL
	 )
^^
10 FORMAT (1H1)
11 FORMAT(/,3X,5OH ADDITIONAL TIME DELAY DUE TO RECONSTRUCTION TAU=
1 • E 15.8	 1
21 FORMAT (/e l0H CUNSTANT=	 ,E 15.8: 6
31 FORMAT(/92X, 29H TO OBTAIN ABOVE RESULTS SET 	 1
32 FORMAT(9XP48H IREC=O•
	 THE OTHER VARIABLE VALUES DO NOT MATTER 	 )
33 FURMAT19X#56H IREC = 1r NSH =— Lt
	
THE OTHER VARIABLE VALUES 00 NOT MAT
1 T ER	 )
34 FORMAT 19X• 56H IREC =1 r NSH=O,	 THE 0 4-HER  VARI ABLE VALUES 00 NOT MATT
LER )
35 FORMAT19X,56H :REC=1r NSH=1,	 THE OTHER VARIABLE VALUES DO NOT MATT`
Z ER	 1
36 FORMAT(9X,32H IREC=1, NSH .GE.2, MINPUL = 1,	 WA=	 •E15 . 8,/,20X , 9H ALPH
1A=.1
	
)
37 FORMAT(9x,32H IREC=1, NSH.GE.2, MINPUL = 1 t	 WA=	 ,E15.bt/ •2OX 910HALPH
1 A=.01	 1
END Y:
I
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2.1.2 SEQUNI and SEQUN2 0 Routines To Develop . The z Transform Of A
Transfer Function H(s)
n
This routine is designed to call the various subprograms used when developing
the z transform. SEQUNI writes out various variables as they are developed or modified.
While SEQUN2 performs the same computations as SEQUN I t it does not print anything.
The inputs to both routines are the transP-^r function H(s) expressed as a
numerator polynomial and denominator expressed by its roots and their multiplicities.
Sampling period T is an input as are various other variables which serve as instructions to
1
a	 the routine as to which reconstruction techniques to use before attempting to z transform
th .; input transfer function. The original transfer function H(s) is returned to the main
program unmodified along with the transfer function
Pz (z )	 PO + plz -1 + p2z -2 + ... + pmZM
Hz (z) =YH (s) x R(s)] = Q (z) -	 -1	 -2	 N
z	 q0 + qlz + q2z + ... + qNz
where:
[	 j means "the z transform o9f R(s) is the reconstruction function.
The operations performed consist of
1. Modify H(s) with the desired reconstruction function, R(s). 	 At this point we have
H (s ) = H (s ) X R(s)
2. Develup the partial fraction expansion of H(s)
3. Perform the modified impulse invariant z transformation on H(s)
4. Form the denominator polynomial of H(s) from its roots.
5. Set the response level of Hz (z) equal to the response level of H(s) if requested.
6. In SEQUNI the frequency response of Hz (z): and H(s) are calculated and printed
side by side for comparison. The routines galled by
S EQUNI	 S FQUN2
1. RECONS	 1. RECONS
2. PARTLF	 2. PARTLE
3. CLEANZ
	 3. CLEANZ
4. REFORM
	 4. REFORM
5.	 LEVEL	 5. LEVEL
6.	 RESP
2-11
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These routines in turn require various subroutines. A maximum of 29
subroutines are required when using SEQUNI
CALL STATEMENTS:
CALL SEQUNI (A, M, B, N, MULT, T, NSH, WA, ALPHA, MINPOL, LEV, P.
NP, Q9 NQO )
or
CALL SEQUN2 (Same Variables)
where
1.	 A is a real linear array containing the coefficients of the numerator polynomial
of H(s).
	 A(1) = a0 l A(2) = al , ..., A(M+1) = am
2.	 M is the integer degree of polynomial A
3.	 B is the real linear array containing the complex roots of the denominator of H(s).
B 0) = real part of root No. 1
B (2) = imaginary part of root No. 1
B (3) = real part of root No. 2
B (4) = imaginary part of root No. 2
If a root is real be sure to set its imag.part = 0.
4.	 N is the number of roots of the transfer function.
5.	 MULT is an integer array containing the multiplicity of each of the N input roots.
6.	 T is the sampling period in seconds, a real variable.
7.	 NSH is an integer flag used to indicate which type of reconstruction filter is to be
developed.
NSH = -1 will cause first order delayed reconstruction filter to ter.
be added to the original transfer function
NSH = 0 will cause a zero order sample and hold to be added
to the original transfer function
NSH = 1 will cause a first order extrapolation sample and hold to be
added 4
NSH greater than 1 will cause a Butterworth reconstruction filter to
be added to the original transfer function.
z-i2
l	 ,
The variables numbered 8-10 need be specified only if Butterworth reconstruction
is required. For sample and hold the variables 8-10 need not have any particular
values.
8. WA is a real variable which specifies the approximation bandwidth in radians
per second. WA must have a range of values
0 CWA <W ws
 
2 )
where w  is the sampling frequency in rad. /sec.
9. ALPHA is a real variable which specifies the minimum attenuation of frequencies
in the range [(ws -wa)<w < (A)s I . This determines the amount of aliasing
distortion in the approximation band, 0 to w  rad. /second. For example if
ALPHA = . Ol then the amplitude of H(s) . R(s) in the frequency range [ws -wa to wsl
will be 1% of the amplitude of H(s) alone in that region. Use of a sufficiently small
value of ALPHA assures that H(s) . R(s) is a bandlimtted function. This is
necessary for correct response of the transformed function Hz(z)
10. MINPOL is an integer flag which indicates whether a minimum time delay or
minimum number of pole Butterworth reconstruction filter is to be developed.
If MINPOL is set to an integer greater than or equal to 1 a minimum pole reconstruc-
tion filter is developed. If MINPOL is set to a value less than or equal to zero,
time delay of the reconstruction filter is minimized.
11. LEV is an integer flag which if less than or equal to zero causes the level setting
operation performed by subroutine LEVEL to be bypassed.
12. IREC is an integer flag which if less than or equal to zero causes reconstruction
filter development to be bypassed entirely. This procedure is generally acceptable
when the sampling frequency is significantly higher than the transfer function
bandwidth.
13. P is the output numerator polynomial of the z transform function. P is a real
linear array.
14. NP is the degree of polynomial P.
?	 15. Q is the real linear array of the z transform denominator polynomial coefficients.
k
16. NQ is the degree of polynomial Q.
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The transform function returned is:
H (Z)	
p Z(Z) 
= 
PO + PI z -1 + P2 Z
-2 
+	 + p NP Z-Np
z	 QZ(Z)	 q0 + qjz -1
 + q 2Z-2 +
	 + q NQz- NQ
P (1) PO
	Q (1)-q0
P(2)=p1 	 Q(2) q,
P (3) P2
	
Q (3) q2
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SU13ROUTINE SEWUN1(8,MtA t N t MULT t T t NSH t WA t ALPHA ,MINPCLtLEV91RECt
1PtNPtWtNQ)
C FUR INFORMATION ON THESE ROUTINES CONTACT E.H. GERMAN
C	 RENO I X COMMUNICATIONS DIV d AL TU t MU 301-VA 3 2200 EX 715
C	 IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-HtO-L)
DIMENSION A(1)t8(1)tMULT(1)tP(1)tQ(1)
DIMENSION CUEF(50) t TRA( 50) t8OUT(50)
ONE=L.EO
NSAV=N
IF( (IREC.LE.0).ANU.(NSH.LE.LI ) NSH=10
CALL RECONSINSHtAtMULTtNtTtMINPOLtWAtALPHAtBtM,TAUtwCtBOUTt
1MOUTtMUSAVtIREC)
CALL PARTLF( BOUT tMOUTtA,MULTtNtLOEFtCONST)
WRITE(6t5) MtN
NR= 0
Z	 10 I= 1tN
10 NR= NR +MUL T ( I )
NR= 2*NR
NO2=2*N
WRI IE(6t4)(A(I) t I=1tND2)
WRITE(6921) CUNST
wkiTE(6 9 6)(COEF( I)ti=1,NR)
LALL LLEANLICOEFtAtNtMULTtTtMOJTtCONSTtPtNPtWPNQtNSH)
IF(NSH.LE.I) MUI,T(N)=MUSAV
N=N SAV
CALL REFLJRM(A t N t MULT t TRA,NTRA )
NRI=NTRA+1
WRITE(6t7)(TRA(I),I=1,NR1)
IF(LEV.LE.0) GO TO 12
SL EVz,- 8 ( I ) / TR A( 1)
CALL LEVEL (SLEV t PtNPtW tNQ )
12 CONTINUE
WRI TE(6t 1 )
LAST = NP + 1
WRITE(6t2)(P(I)t I = 1, LA ST)
WRITE(6t 3)
LAST = NW + 1
WRITE(6t 2) (Q(I J t I=1tLAST)
CALL RESP(PtNPtQtNQtTRAtNTRArdvMtTtTAU)
WRITE(6t81 TAU
RETURN
1 FORMAT(/t3X911H OUTPUT Pt 	 )
2 FORMAT ( / t2XtE15.8)
3 FORMAT(/93X t 11H OUTPUT QL	 1
4 FORMAT(/t 3X, 8H ROOT=	 t E L5.13,3XtE15.8 1
5 FORMAT(LH14X3H M=14 9 5X3H N=13)
6 FORMAT(/t 3X t 24H PARTIAL FRACTION COEF =	tE15.893XtE15.8)
7 FORMAT(/ t 3X t 27H REFORMED DENOMINATOR POLY= tE15.8)
8 FURMAT(/93X,50H ADDITIONAL TIME DELAY DUE TO RECONSTRUCTION TAU=
1	 ,E15.8	 )
21 FURMATI/ t IOH CONSTANT = tE15.8)
END
r
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SUdRUUTINE SEQUN2(8 tM 9 A,N t MULT t T•NSH 9 WA• ALPHA 9MINPOL9LEV•1RECt
1P,NP, Q,NQ1
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HrO-Z )
DIMENSION A( 1),B(1).MULT(1),P(1),Q(11
DIMENSION COEF(501,TRA( 50)rBOUT(50)
IF( (IREC.LE.0).ANO.(NSH.Lt.I)) NSH=10
ONE= 1 . EO
NSAV=N
CALL RECUNS(NSH,A,MULT,N,	 TvMINPOL•WA, ALPHA t dtM,TAU 9 WC t BOUT •
1MOU T, MUSAV r IREC )
CALL PARTLF( BOUT ,MOUT,A•MULToNvCOEF rCONST)
CALL CLEANZ(COEF,ArN,MULT,TtMOUT,CONST,P,NPtQtNV,NSH)
IF(NSH.LE.1) MULT(N)=MUSAV
N=NSAV
CALL REFORM(AtNrMULT,TRA,NTRA)
IF(LEV.LE.01 GO TO 12
SLEV=8(1)/TRA( 1)
GALL LEVEL( SLEV,P•NPvQvNQ )
12 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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2.2 BANDLIMITING THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
The transfer function must be bandlimited in order to achieve accurate
simulation via the z transformation technique. A bandlimited transfer function can
be described as one which has essentially a zero amplitude response above 1/2 the
sampling frequency. Shown in Fig. 2.2-1 is the amplitude response (or spectrum)
of a bandlimited transfer function. The transfer function in Figure 2.2-2 is not
bandlimited.
Unfortunately, bandlimited functions are not usually found in practice.
It is necessary to bandlimit the transfer function before attempting transformation
because the frequency response of a transformed non-bandlimited transfer function
will not resemble the frequency response of the original transfer function because of
"aliasing" distortion. The method used by these routines to bandlimit the function is
t	 multiplication of the original transfer function by another transfer function which is
approximately bandlimited. This second bandlimited transfer function is called
the reconstruction filter, R(s). This technique is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.2-3
The transfer function in Fig 2. 2-3aH';(s;) = H(s) R(s) is bandlimited to
approximately 1/4 of the sampling frequency and has an amplitude response which
closely resembles the original transfer function H(s) in the approximation band
(from zero to 1/4 the sampling frequency). This new transfer function can be
successfully transformed. Over the range from zero to 1/4th the sampling
frequency the transformed function will simulate the response of the original transfer
function accurately except for the addition of an approximately constant time delay
associated with the reconstruction filter.
t
f
'C
d
a^
a
2
F requency in Hz
Figure 2.2-1 Amplitude Response of a Bandlimited
Transfe r Function
2
Frequency in Hz
Figure 2.2-2 Amplitude Response of a Non•-Bandlimited
Transfer Function
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Frequency in Hz
Figure 2.2-3 Transfer Function Amplitude Responses
a - Non Bandlimited Transfer Function, H(s)
b - Bandlimited Reconstruction Function, R(s)
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Figure 2.2-3 c- Resultant Product Transfer Function 	 G
H' (s) = H(s) R(s )
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2.2.1 Selection of Reconstruction Technique
There are two basic reconstruction methods available in the following routines
to bandlimit a transfer function. The first method involves the use of various
polynomial "sample and hold" systems adapted to digital filters. The second method
develops reconstruction functions which are implemented here as Butterworth
low-pass filters. The Butterworth filter reconstruction function is preferable to
the sample and held methods when the transfer function has a large amplitude at
frequencies greater than half the sampling frequency, though more filter weights
are necessary. An example of a transfer function v hich usually has large amplitude
at high frequencies is the derivative of a servo control function.
An advantage of the various sample and hold techniques is that they can be
employed with only a slight increase in the number of filter coefficients. If it is
found that they do an adequate job of reconstruction they should be used. The types
of sample and hold systems which have been converted to digital filters within the
programs are:
(1) zero order sample and hold
(2) first order extrapolation sample and hold
(3) first order delayed sample and hold
Of the three methods presented for transfer function approximation the zero order,
and the first order delayed sample and hold reconstruction are preferable. Their
amplitude versus frequency responses are plotted in Figure 2.2.1-1.
If the sample and hold reconstruction techniques can not bandlimit the original
transfer function sufficiently to reduce aliasing then use of the Butterworth reconstruc-
tion filter is recommended. With this technique it is necessary to specify the approi-
mation band desired, wa , and the approximate aliasing level, a , within this approi-
mation band. Notice that with sample and hold reconstruction these parameters may
not be varied. With the Butterworth reconstruction filter, the reconstruction function
can be developed according to simulation requirements at the cost of additional
filter weights. As the reconstruction band and aliasing level approach the ideal
ws	 f(a =0, Wa = 2 ) the number of weights increase to the point where non-
recursive filters should be considered.
1v
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Figure 2.2.1-1a -Amplitude versus Frequency Response
of Zero Order Sample and Hold
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f
Figure 2.2.1 -1b -Amplitude versus Frequency Response
of First Order Delayed Sample and Hold
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s. .2.2.2 RECONS A Routine to Develop Sample and Hold and Butterworth
Reconstruction Front Ends.
This routine executes development of all reconstruction front ends used to
assure correct z transformation of a transfer function H (s). Upon execution of
this routine the root array and multiplicity array contain additin^ral information.
Effectively the input transfer function H(s) is modified to have a new transfer function.
H'(s) = H(s) R(s)
where R(s) is the reconstruction transfer function
There are four basic types of reconstruction filters which RECONS is able
to develop. Control over which type is developed is predetermined by an input flag
NISH. The user may want to tip all four techniques on a given problem and evaluate
the resulting z transformed function [H (s). R(s)] to determine which is most suitable
for his needs.
The four types of reconstruction filters available from the routine are
1. Zero order sample and hold. If this type is desired set NSH=O.
The z transform of the input transfer function H(s) with a zero order
sample and hold is
r
[H(s)]
 = Hz (z ) _ (1 - z -1 ) G;
where	 means the z transform of the impulse response
of the bracketed quantities.
F5
2. First order extrapolation sample -and hold. Set NS1 1 to get this
type. The z transform of the input function H(s) with first order
sample and hold is
	 ^-
1
Hz (z)_ (1 - z7 1 )2	 :H(s) 
s+T
s
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3. First order delayed sample and hold. Set NSH=-1.
The z transform of the input H(s) is
Hz (z) = (1 - z -^ 2 32
_ 
4. Butterworth reconstruction filter. To get Butterworth reconstruction
A
set NSH to a value 2 or greater. This is , a low pass filter with a
maximally flat amplitude response. The routine picks the optimum
order Butterworth filter to assure that aliasing is within specified
tolerance (ALPHA) over the approximation band specified (WA),
See the amplified discussion of this technique in the documents
Y
	
	 describing the following routines used by REOD NS for development of
the Butterworth filters.
a. FINDB - which finds the optimum Butterworth filter parameters
(order and corner frequency).
b. GAM a function routine called by FINDII;
l	 c. BRECO - which generates and loads the Butterworth roots
into the root array (A).
CALL STATEMENT:
CALLRECONS (NSH, B. MULT, N. T. MINPOL, WA, ALPHA, A, M. TAU,
WC, BS, MS, MULSAV, IREC) where the specification inputs are:
1. NSH an integer which indicates which type of reconstruction filter is
desired as discussed above.
2. MINPOL is an integer flag which indicates whether a minimum pole
Butterworth reconstruction or a minimums time delay Butterworth
reconstruction filter is desired. If minimum pole type is desired then
set MINPOL to an integer greater than or equal to one. If Butte',vvorth
reconstruction is not to be used MINPOL may have any value.
3. WA is used for Butterworth reconstruction. It is the approximation
bandwidth desired in radians per second. Amplitude response of the
transformed transfer function wiA. be attenuated at fr^qurncies greater
than WA. The amplitude response will be approximately correct at
frequencies from zero to WA radians /second. WA is a real variable and
need not be specified to any particular value when Butterworth reconstruction
is not being used.
4. ALPHA is used to roughly specify the accuracy to which the transformed
transfer function matches the original analog transfer function when
Butterworth reconstruction is used. It is a real variable. See discussion
of AJ. PHA in document discribing the routine FINDB.
5. IREC is an integer flag which indicates whether any form of reconstruc-
tion is to be performed. If IREC is less than or equal to zerr- no recon-
struction modification of the transfer function is performed. In this case
BOUT' is set equal to B, TAU = O,  and coi:trol is returned to the calling
program.
6. T is the sampling period - a real variable.
7. A is the input real array of the numerator polynomial coefficients. It is
not modified by execution of. the routine.
8. M is the integer degree of p,)lynomial A
fhe fc1lowing are generated or modified by execution of the routine
9. B is the real root array. The reconstruction transfer function 's roots
are added to the array.
10. MULT is the integer array of the multiplicities of the roots . The
reconstruction root multiplicities are added to the array.
11. N is the number of roots of the i­ "nsfer function. N is increased since
reconstruction roots are added. It is an integer.
12. TAU is a real varable whose value is the additional time delay introduced
by the addition of the reconstruction filter. TAU is a normalized time
delay. That is,
TA U - rT
where r is time delay in seconds.
T is the sampling period in seconds
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13. WC is a real variable whose value is the corner frequency found by the
fi Butterworth reconstruction when this option is used. 	 WC is the radian
frequency at which the amplitude response of R(s) is .707 or 11 3 db down"
from its zero frequency value.
14. BS is the real array of the output numerator.	 BS is different from the
input numerator B when first order sample and hold and Butterworth
reconstruction are used.
15. MS is the degree of the output numerator polynomial BS.' MS is integer.
16. MULSAV• is an integer variable whose value is the multiplicity of the
sample and hold root prior to its modification by the routine. 	 The use
intended for this variable is :o save the original transfer function's
multiplicity when that original transfer function contains a denominator
root whose value is zero (i.e. when original transfer function contains
an ideal integrator.).
i
t
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SUBROUTINE RECONS ( NSHtA•MULTtNtT,,MIPtWAvALPH , B•MrTAUtWCtBS•MS•
1MUL SAV, IREC )
FOR INFOAMAT IUN ON THESE ROUTINES CONTACT E.H. GERMAN m
BENOI X COMMUNICATIONS OI V	 BAL T0, MD 301 — VA 3 2200 EX 715
SAMPLE AND HOLD I-0 VARIABLES
A IS THE ROUT ARRAY, RECONSTRUCTION ROOTS ADDED TO ENO OF TRANSFER
FUNCTION ROOTS
NSH IS FOR SAMPLE AND HOLD RECONSTRUCTION, IF Y
NSH = 0 IT A ZERO ORDER SAMPLE AND HOLD
NSH =	 1	 IT	 IS A FIRST ORDER	 SAMPLE AND HOLD
NSH = — 1	 IT	 IS A MODIFIED FIRST ORDER S AND H A LA ANDRUS
NSH GREATER THAN 1 A BUTTERWORTH RECONSTRUCTION TYPE IS DEVELOPED
MUL T IS THE MULTIPLICITY ARRAY — INTEGER
N IS THE NUMBER OF DISTINCT DENOMINATOR ROOTS
BUTT ERWORTH RECONSTRUCTION FRONT END 1-0 VARIABLES
MUL T	 IS THE MULTIPLICITY ARRAY, ALL NEW ROOTS IN THIS SECTION HAVE
A MULTIPLICITY OF	 1
T IS THE SAMPLING PERIOD IN SECONDS—REAL
A IS THE ROOT ARRAY — REAL
MIP IS A FLAG TO INDICATE WHETHER A MINIMUM TIME DELAY OR MINIMUM k
NUMBER OF POLES IS DESIRED—INT.	 IF MIP.GE.I A MIN.POLE FRONT END
IS DEVELOPED. OTHERWISE MINIMUM TIME DELAY IS ASSUMED.
WA IS THE BANDWIDTH IN RADIANS PER SECUND OVER WHICH ACCURATE s
TRANSFORMATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION IS DESIRED — REAL
ALPHA IS THE DESIRED AMPLITUDE RESPONSE ERROR LEVEL IN PASS BAND WA
TAU IS THE TIME DELAY INTROOUCEO BY RECONSTRUCTION NORMALIZED—REAL
WC	 IS THE CORNER FREQUENCY FOR BUTTERWORTH TYPES IN f(AO/SEC — REAL
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H 2 O—Z )
y ,^
DIMENSION	 A(1),MULT(1),8(1)9BS(1),B2(2)
PI=3.1415927
ONE=1. EO
ZERO=0.EO
MS=M
M1=M+1 h
IF( IREC.LE.0 ) GO TO 33
IF(NSHI'.5,6
33 TAU=ZERO.
J=0
DO 32	 I=1,M 1
32 BSI I)=B(I )
RETURN
SAMPLE AND HOLD DESIRED
5 TAU=.5
30
00 30	 I=1,M1
BSI I) = B(I) s
GO TO 1
6 IF (NSH.GE .2)	 GO	 TO	 100
TAU=.361
82(1)=ONE/T
82(2)=ONE
CALL RPOLYM(B9M,B2r 1,BS,MS)
GO TO 1
7 TAU=ONE
31
00	 31	 I=1,M1
BSl I)=B(I) 2-26
If
I CONTINUE
C	 CHECK FOR ZERO ROOTS
DO 2	 1=19N
IF(A(2*1-1))	 2.3,2
3 J=I
IF(A(2*1).EQ.ZERO)
	
GO TO 4
WRITE(69201
2 CONTINUE
J=N ♦ l
MULSAV=MULT I J)
MULT(J)=NSH+l
IF(NSH,LE * — I) MULT(J)=2
A(2*J-1)=ZERO
A(2*J)=ZERO
N=J
RETURN
4	 IF(J.NE.N)
	 GO TO 42
MULSAV=MULT(i)
IF(NSH)	 40941140
40 MULT(J)=MULT(J )+2
RETURN
41	 MULT(J )=MULT(J )+I
RETURN
42 NSH=10
WA=.7*PI/T
ALP W— .0 L
WRITE(6s21)
GO TO 100
100 CONTINUE
i = 0
C	 DEVELOP OPTIMUM ORDER RECONSTRUCTION FILTER
U=WA*T/Pl
IF(U.GE..9)	 GO TO	 101
102 CONTINUE
CALL	 FIND8(U9MIP9ALPHtNBUTtWCtTAU)
WC=WC/T
MS=M
MI=M+l
FAG TLO=WC**NBUT
DO 60 I=LtML
60	 BS(I)=B(I)*FACTLO
CALL BRECO(WCtNBUTPAPNPMULT)
RETURN
101 U=.8EO
WRITE(6922)
GO TO 102
20 FORMAT(///951H PURE IMAGINARY ROOT OETECTED t IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT)
21 FORMAT I/ 9 4X T 63H ZERO ROOT DETECTED WHICH WAS NOT LOADED IN LAST RO
IOT LOCAT ION v
	
t/95Xt64H THEREFORE SAMPLE AND HOLD RECCNST RUCT IO
2N WILL NOT BE A•TEMPED	 9/iLOX948H BUTTERWORTH RECONSTRUCTION W I L
3L BE SUBSTITUTED
22.FORMAT(//960H APPROXIMATION BAND TOO WIDE, IT HAS BEEN REDUCED TO
1.4 FS
END 2-27.
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2.2.3 FINDB A Routine Which Finds The Optimum Order Butterworth
Reconstruction Filter for a Specified Amplitude Response
Accuracy
F
8
r:4
This routine finds the order of Butterworth reconstruction filter to assure
x
that an arbitrary transfer function H(s) can be z transformed to wive a correct
amplitude response ; ,ver a speQified approximation bandwidth from 0 to •wA rad. /sec.
This is accomplished by specifying the maximum level of "alias ing" in the pass band 	 ^
(WA ). The level of aliasing distortion is set by the parameter a. Consider the follow-
.,
ing fig ire which is the amplitude response of some arbitrary transfer function
^H(s) vs FREQUENCY
-- wa	 s w = 27r
Desired Approximation 2	 s T
Band w 	 Frequency in Radians/Sec
Figure 2 . 2.3-1 Amplitude verses Frequency Response
where:
wa is the upper limit of the desired approximation band in radians/sec
s is the sampling frequency in radians/sec
..
T is the sampling period in seconds
FINDB generates two parameters which completely specify the appropriate
Butterworth (maximumly flat amplitude response) reconstruction transfer function.
These two parameters are the order (number of poles) of the reconstruction function
N and the cut-off or corner frequency, we such that we ? a . An additional output
of FINDB is the normalized time delay
TAU = T/T
where
T is the time delay in seconds.
T is the sampling period in seconds.
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Two types of reconstruction transfer functions can be developed in FINDB:
The types are (1) minimum time delay and (2) minimum- number of poles. When
the input parameter MINPOL is greater than or equal to one a minimum number of
pole reconstruction transfer function is developed. With MINPOL set to zero a
minimum time delay reconstruction transfer function is developed. In general, for
minimum time delay reconstruction a wider bandwidth w e
 and more poles in the
reconstruction function will be found. When a minimum number of poles is desired
it is true that we wa . The reconstruction transfer function R(s) is cascaded with
the desired input transfer function H (s) in the routine BR EC O.
H'(s) = R(s) x H(s)
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For a complete discussion of this technique refer to section 7 . Digital
Filtering and Processing By Transform Techniques., Vol. I
CALL STATEMENT;
CALL FINDB (U, MINPOL, ALPHA, N, WC, TAU)
where
1. U is the ratio of the approximation bandwidth desired to half the sampling
frequency. That is
W
a
U = —	 U is a real variable.
cv
s
2
2. MINPOL indicates whether a minimum pole or minimum time delay reconstruc-
tion front end filter is desired. It can be thought of as an integer flag. If MINPOL
is greater than zero a minimum pole front end is found. If MINPOL less than
equal or to zero the front end is optimized to give minimum time delay.
3. ALPHA is an accuracy specification on the amplitude response of the z trans-
formed transfer function. It is a real variable. For example, if it is desired
that the amplitude response of the transformed H(s) match the amplitude response
of H(s) within 1% over the approximation band, then ALPHA = .01. ALPHA sets
the maximum level of the reconstruction transfer function out of the approximation
region. Wherefore, the accuracy may be better than the sipecifted accuracy ALPHA:
Elimination of aliasing distortion is dependent upon the out-of-band amplitude
response of the product function,
H(s) = H(s) R(s)
Some transfer functions may have an amplitude response which falls off so
quickly out of band that no reconstruction technique need be used.
4. N the order (or number of poles) of the reconstruction transfer function R(s).
N is an integer.
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5. WC is the corner frequency in radians per second of the reconstruction function.
WC is a real variable. Note that WC
	
WA. It should also be pointed out that
the Butterworth reconstruction filter has an amplitude response of unity at w=0
and an amplitude response of .707 at w = wc.
6. TAU is the normalized time delay of the reconstruction front end found. It is
a real variable. The actual delay introduced by the reconstruction filter is
Ir	 = TAU x T. Where T is the sampling period.
FINDB requires the function routine GAW The routine GAM calculates the
maximum normalized corner frequency of a given order Butterworth function.
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SUBRUUTINE FINDB(U.MIPOLE,ALPH,NrWC,TAU)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H2O-t)
P I= 3.1415927
FOUR=4.EO
N=1
BET A=1. EO/ALPH
3 X=GAM(U,BETA,N)
TAU-=FLOAT (N) /( FOUR*X)
IF(X.GE.U) GO TO 4
N=N+1
GO TO 3
4 IFIMIPOLE.GE.11GO TO 1
5 X=GAM(UPBETA#N)
NPI=N+l
IF(Ti ONPI.GE .TAU) GO TO 1
N=NP1
GO TO 5
1 WC=X*P I
TAU=TAU*8.EO/(PI*PI )
RETURN
END
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	 DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAM(UO.BETA,N)
FUNCTION GAMIUD. BETA,N )
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H2O-Z)
1=BETA*BETA- 1.
A=1 1. EO/1 2.EO* FLOAT(N))) *ALOG(t)
OLNOM= EXP(A)
GAM= (2. EO-UO)/OENOM
RETURN
END
f
r
2.2.4 BRECO, A Routine To Generate The Denominator Roots of 	 -
A Butterworth Reconstruction Filter
This routine generates Butterworth denominator roots when the number of
roots, NB, and the corner frequency, 1 ►igare specified. The formula for
Butterworth roots in rectangular coordinates is,
NB+21 -1	 7r	 NB+21 -1	 nb  = WC cos (
	 NB	 2 ) + JWC sin (	 NB	 2 )
i = 1,"'NB ;
a
Since this routine is used to generate Butterworth roots which are to be used as
a reconstruction filter, R(s) the roots generated are stored after the last root of
the transfer function, H(s). If H(s) originally contained N roots it will contain
N + NB roots upon execution of this routine.
For a somewhat fuller discussion of the Butterworth reconstruction
	
tt
technique refer to the discussion of routine FINDB. However, a complete discussion
of the technique can be found in section 7
	
Digital Filterin- and Processing By
Traaisform Techniques, Volam^ I.	
A
CALL STATEMENT:
CALL BRECO (WC, NBUT, B, N, MULT)
where Input e
1. WC is the corner frequency of the Butterworth reconstruction filter - areal
variable.
2. NBUT is the order of the reconstruction filter - integer. 	 -
the following variables are modifed after execution of BRECO
3. B is the root array, a real linear array. Upon entry B contains only the transfer
function roots. After- execution B contains the transfer function roots plus the
reconstruction function roots located after the transfer function roots.
4. N is the number of roots in B. After execution there are N + NBUT roots
orN=N +NBUT.
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I 5. MULT is an integer array which contains the multiplicity of each root. Afterexecution MULT contains the multiplicities of the reconstruction roots,
s
k
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SUBROUTINE BkECO1WO9NBUT9AvNrMULT)
C BUTTERWORTH ROOT GENERATOR
C INPUTS
C	 WO THE BUTTERWORTH CORNER FRE U IN RADIANS PER SECOND - REAL
G	 NBUT THE ORDER OF THE BUTTERWOR, I'll RECONST FILTER- INTEGER
A THE ROOT ARRAY" CONTAING TRANSFER FUNCTI CN ROOTS-REAL
N THE NUMBER OF ROOTS CONTAINED IN ,A-INTEGER
k,
	 MUL T THE MULTIPLICITY ARRAY- INTEGER
C OUTPUTS
C	 A THE ROUT ARRAY WITH BUTTERWORTH ROOTS ADUEO TO TRANSFER ROOTS
C
	
MULT THE MODIFIED MULTIPLICITY ARRAY
G
	
IMPLICIT REAL * 8(A-HPO-I)
DIMENSION A( 1 ) PMULT( 1)
'Pi=3.1415927
EPS=10E-3
TWO=2.EO
L IM=N+NBUT
N1=N+1
UO 3 I =NItLIM
3 MULT(11=1
T i=FLOAT(NBUT),IT640+EPS
LIM=	 INT(TI)
INDEX = 2* (N+11
N=N+NBUT
IF(LIM.r:Q.01 GJ TO 2
DO 1 I=1,L IM
X= FLOAT(NBUT+2*I-1)i FLOAT(NBUT)*PI/'TWO
A(INDEX)=W0* SIN(X)
A( INDEX-1)=W0* COS(X )
A(INDEX+I)=A(INDEX-1)
A( INDEX + 2)=-A( INDEX)
1 INDEX= INDEX+4
IF(MOD ( NBUT,2I . EQ.0) RETURN
2 CONTINUE
INDEX =
 2*N
A( INDEX-1 '=-WO
At INDEX)=0.E0
RETURN
END
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2.3	 PARTLF, General Partial Fraction Expansion Subroutine.
Description:
This subroutine expands the ratio of two polynomials into a partial fraction
expansio;_ of the form:
P(s)	 A (ml)	 Al(ml-1)	 AI(^)
-^ m
	 +	 m -1+... + s+b
Q(s)	 (s+b1 ) 1	 (s+bl)1	 1
A (m2 )	 A (m2 -1 )	 A (1)
+ 2.	
+ - m -1 + ... + (s
-
 + + .. etc(s+b2 f2	 0+b2) 2	 2
where
P(S) = numerator of input polynomial ratio
Q(S) -= denominator of input polynomial ratio
b  = j th root of Q(S)
m  = multiplicity of j th root
A  = output expansion coefficient
CONST --- otitput expansion constant
The routine will operate with an input numerator having real coefficients,
and a denominator with complex roots. Arbitrary multiplicities are allowed.
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1Use of the routine is limited only by accuracy (round - off) and. machine
size (Dimension Statements) .
1. Input Data
a) Numerator of polynomial ratio:
b) Denominator of polynomial in factored form, i. e.. roots with
multiplicities
c) NumLer of roots
d) Degree of numerator
2. Output Data
a) Coefficients of partial fraction expansion
b) Constant factor when degree of nominator is equal to degreed
denominator.
3. Call Statement
CALL T ARTLF (A, M, B, MULT, N, COEF, CONST)
where:
A = a real array of numerator coefficients such that:
A (1) = a.0 , real coefficient
A(2) = al , real coefficient
etc.
M = degree of numerator
B = array of roots of denominator with format:
B(l) = root 1, real part
B(2) = root 1, imag. part
B(3) = root 2, real part
B(4) = root 2, imag. part
etc.
MULT = an integer array of multiplicities of eenominator roots with
format:
MULT(1) = multiplini.ty of root 1
MULT(2)= _ , :'.A plicity of root 2
2-38
f
N = nurn be r of roots, an integer
COEF = a real array of output expansion coefficients with format:
COEF(1) = A1 (M 1 ); real
COEF(2) = A 1 (ml ); imag.
COEF(3) = A	 )real
COFF(4) = A^ (M I -lkmag.
P
l
tt4
r
f	
._
I^
a
COEF (2*MULT (1)-1) = A 1 (1) ;
 real
COEF (2*MULT (1) )'= A1 (1) ; imag.
COEF (2*MULT (i)+1) =A1 (m,2)..real
COEF (2*MULT(2)^2)=A 1 (m2) imag.'
etc.
CONST results from dividing input numerator by input denominator when the degree
of the denominator is equal to the degree of the numerator. When the denominator
degrees greater, CONST = O is returned. CONST is a real variable.
The routine uses the following subroutines:
(1) BASIC
(2) COEFM
(3) HJS
(4) RPLYDF
(5) PLYADD
(6) PLYMLT
(7) PLYDIF
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Since the proper location of the input and output variables is important when
using this routine a table is shown for specific transfer function.
H(s) = L^) = C +
 Q(s) — = C +	 4 (s)	 2^s+bl)^s+b2) (s+b3 ) (s+b4
A (1)	 A (2)	 A (2)	 A (2)	 A (2)
	
=C+ 1 —+ 1	 +	 2 3 + 3	 + 4s +b1
	(13+b2f (s+b2)	 (s+b2
	s + b 2
	
+ A1 (3 ) + A2 (3 )	 A1(4)
(s + b^2 	s + b3 	s + b4
The ,ocations of the input and output variables in their arrays are:
I P(I) Q (I) MULTI) A(I)
1 po -bl real p;irt 1 A1('1) real
2 p
1 1
-b imag. part 4 A (1)
^
im?b.
3. p2 -b2 real part 2 A1(2) real
4 p3 -b2 imag. part 1 A1(2) imag.
5 p4 -b3 real part A2(2) real
6 -b3 imag. part A2(2) imag.
7 -b4 real part A- (2 ) real
8 -b4 imag, part A3(2) imag.
15 A1(4) real
16 A1(4) imag.
t
T
-4x
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SUBROUTINE PARTLF(89MSAV•AtMULT t NrCOEF PCONST)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A — H 2 O—t )
DIMENSION 8(1)9A(11,MULT(1) •COEF(1)
M = MSAV
CONST=0.0
NUM=O
DO 1 I =ItN
C	 CHECK FOR IMPROPER MULTIPLICI''Y SPECIFICATION
MUL=MUL T ( I )
IF(MUL.LE.0) GU TO 64
1 NUM=NUM±-MUL T ( I )
I F( NUM—M )2, 3, w
2 WRITE(6,5)MtNUM
5 FORMAT(110H ERROR — PHYSICALLY UNREALIZABLE TRANSFER FUNCTION
	 DEGR
1 EE OF NUMERATOR IS GREATER THAN DEGREE OF DENOMINATOR
	 , I 2, 2H /9
2 I2:
GO TO 6
3 CON ST=d(M+1 )
4 CALL BAS IC(B,M,A vMULT pN tCOEF)
6 RETURN
64 WRITE(6v65)
65 FORI4AT(35HIMULTIPLICITIES CAN NOT BE LE ZERO	 )
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE BASIC(B,M,A,MULT ► N ►COEF)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-1)
OIMENS ION 8( 1) ► A(I),MULT(1) ► COEF(1)t(J(100)
I F I X= 2*N
00 956 IQ = 1 ► IFIX
956 A(IQ)=-A( IQ )
NUM BER=O
00 998 I I= 1 ► 100
9v Q(II)=0.
00 1 J=19N
M3 = M+ 1
00 16 LUB=1 ► M3
LL=2*LUS -1
NN=LL + 1
QILk,)=8(LU8J
16 Q(NN)=0.
CALL COEFMIQtMtA ► MULT,J ► COEF 9 NUMBER ► N)
1 CONTINUE
DO 235 IQ=1 ► IF IX
C	 PULLED
235 Al IW 1=-A(IQ )
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE COEFMIQ,MSAVvA,MULT,J,COEF ,NU-i,N)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A—H2O—Z)
REAL NORM
INTEGER 007
DIMENSION Q(1)
	 ,A(1) , MULT ( 1),P(100) , QL(100) , P1(100) , COEF(1)
M=MSAV
DO 998 II=19100
Pl I I)=0.
Q1(II)=O.
998 P1(II)=O.
NORM=1.
00 32 MX= 1 o N
AMAG = SQRT(A(2*MX-1)**2+A(2*MX)**2)
IF( AMAG) 31, 31, 32
31 AMAG= 1.
32 NORM= NORM *AM AG**MULT(MX)
CALL HJS(A,MULT,N,P,O,J )
LIMIT 1=2*0+2
IF(LIMITI .LT.1) GO TO 343
00 33 MQ= 1, L IM I T 1
r	 33 P(MQI=P4MW)/NORM
343 L IM IT 2=2 *4 +2
IF(LIMIT2.LT.11 GO TO 344
`
	
	 00 34 MQ = 1,L IMIT2
34 QtMV)=QlMW1/NORM
344 INDEX=2*J--1
SR=—A(INDEX)
SI =—A( INDEX+1)
FCTRL=1.
LIM=MULT(J)f	
IFILIM	 . LT.11 GO TO 3454	 DO 10 KALLY=I,LIM
IF(KALLY-1199899
9 CALL RPLYDF(WtP,QL,Pl,M•O9,M7,D7)r	 M= M 7
0=D7
FCTRL =FCTRL /OFLOAT(KALL Y-1)
MV = 2*M+2
IF (MV	 .L T .1) GO TO 346
00 1 KU=1,MV
1 UIKU)=QIIKU)
346 MV1=2*0+2
IFIMVI	 . LT-11 GO TO 8
DO 2 K U= 1, M V 1
2 PIKU)=P1(KU)
8 CONTINUE
PSUMR=P(1)
PSUMI=P(2)
SNR 1=1.
+	 SN I 1=0 .
JD=D
IF (JO
	
.L T.1) GO TO 347
DO 3 JS=L,JD
r	 SNR=SNR1*SR—SI*SNI 1
^:._.	 SNI = SR*SN I 1+SI*SNR 1	 2-43
SNR i= SNR
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SNII=SNI
JR=2*JS+1
JI=JR4-1
PSUMR=PSUMR+SNR*P(JR)-SNI*P(JI)
3 PSUMI=PSUMI +SNR*P(JI)+SNI *P( JR)
347 SNR 1= 1.
SNI 1=0.
QSUMR=Q( 1)
QSUMI=Q(2)
IF(M	 AT.I) GO TO 348
CO 4 J (J = 19 M
SNR=SNR1*SR-SI*SNI 1
SNI=SR*SNII+SI*SNR1
SNR 1= SNR
SNI 1= SN I
JQR=1*JQ+I
JQI=JQR+1
QSUMR =QSUMR +SNR*Q(JQR )-SNI*Q( JWI I
4 QSUMI=QSUMI+SNR*Q(JQI )+SNI*Q( JQR)
348 JX=NUM+2*KALLY-1
SNU=PSUMR *PSUMR +P SUM I *P SUMI
COEF(JX)=( (QSUMR*PSUMR +QSUMI*PSUMI ) /SNU) *FCTRL
10 COEF(JX+1)=((WSUMI*PSUMR-QSUMR*PSUMI) /SNU) *FCTRL
345 NUM= J X+1
RETURN
END
SJBROUTINE HJSIA,MULT,N.PtDtJ)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H 2 O-Z 1
INTEGER OAtGS,DLt9,X9D
DIMENSION A(1),KULT4,1)VP(11,AO(4),SCRTCH%'100),SCRCHI(1001
00 998 I I l , 100
SCRTCH( II )=0.
998 SCRCHI ( I I)=0.
LOC=O
IF (N
	 .L T .1) GO TO 349
DO 4 I=1,N
4 LUG =MULT(II+LOC
349 LOC=LOC*LOC+2
Ir(LOC	 .LT.11 GO TO 350
00 5 I^1,LOC
5 PI I1=0.
350 P(11=1.
0=0
00 8 K=1,N
IF(K-J)69896
6 J X= 2*K-1
AO(1)=A(JX)
A012l =A(JX +I)
AO(3)=1.
AO(4)=0.
SCRTCH(11=1.
SCRTCH(2)=0.
SCRTCH(3 )=0.
SCRTCH(41=0.
11 A- 1.
DS=O.
MUL T I=MUL T (K I
IF(MULT1 .LT.11 GO TO 351
DO 2 N W= 1, M UL T 1
CALL PLYMLT(AOrSCRTChIr SCRCHItUA'DStOL)
MV = 2*OL+2
IF(MV	 .LT.1) GO TO 2
00 3 L=ItM1'
3 SCRTCH(L ) = SCRCHI(L )
2 U S = OL
351 CALL PLYMLT1 SCRTCH,P•SLRCH17DSWPDX)
MV2=2*DX+2
D=oX
IF(MV2	 .LT.1) GO TO 8
00 9 L=1, MV2
9 P(L)=SCRCHI(L)
8 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE RPLYDF ( QtPtW1gPltM•NtLrK)
C	 IMPLICIT REALi8 ( A-•H,0—ZI
INTEGER R,S
DIMENSION Q( 1),P(1)*Q1(`).P1( 1) PACCUM(100) *Z(1001
00 998 11=11100
ACCUM ( 1I1=0.
998 Z ( 11)=O.
CALL PLYOIF(PtP1oN,f41) 	 w*
CALL PLYMLT(WtPltQ1 rMrNItR)
CALL PLYDIF ( QtP1tMrM.1)
CALL PLYMLT(PL •P tACCUM,MI,N t S)
	 u
FLAG=-1.
CALL PLY' . 0L: ACCUM t Q1 01 •S.R•L,FLAGI
JX=N
JY=2*JX+2
00 1 MUiz1•JY
1 Z(MUI =P(MUI
CALL PLYMLT(PtZtP1•NrN -K)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PLYADDIA,B,f,;M,N,P,FLAGI
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA—M,O—I
INTEGER P
DIMENSION AI11981119CI11
CALL POLYADIA,M,B,N•C•P,o'LAG1
RETURN
END
I
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SUBROUTINE PLYMLT(AvBvCrNvt4tJ)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA — HtU — t l
DIMENSION A(1)98(1),CI11
CALL POLYM(AtNrBtMtC•J)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PLYOIF(A,BtN,N11
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-,H2O-Zl
OIMENSIUN Al 11,B(I)
N1=N-1
IF(N)2.3.2
3 B(11=0.
8(21=0.
N1=0
GO TO 4
2 CONTINUE
IF(N	 .LT.L) GO TO 4
00 1 J=19 N
JU= 2*J
JV=2*(J+11
JX=2*J-1
JY=2*J+1
B(JX) = A(JY)*FLOAT(J )
1 B(JU)=AI JV)*FLOAT(J )
4 CONTINUE
,RETURN
ENO
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2.4-1 CLEANZ, A Routine to Develop the Modified Impulse
Invariant z Transformation of a Transfer Function
Expressed as a Partial Fraction Expansion.
This routine produces the modified impulse invariant z transformation of a
transfer function. For the case in which the degree of the numerator of the transfer
function is one less than the degree of the denominator, the modification of the z.
transformation coefficients is,
IPz(z)	 W(O+)Hz (z) = Qz(Z) -	 2
where W(O+) is the height of the impulse response discontinuity at t = O.
For the case in which the degree of the numerator is equal to the degree of the
denominator (N), the z transformation must be performed on a new function of s,
H(s) = P(s) = P'(S) + pN = Pf	 + CQ($ )	 Q(8)	 q 	 Q(13)
where P. is the coefficient of the highest order n=erator term and q  is the
coefficient of the highest order denominator term of H(s).
This routine assumes that the partial fraction expansion of a, transfer function
H(s) generates the constant amplitude factor C when the degree of the numerator
is equal to the degree of the denominator. It is desirable to use the routine PARTLF
since it was designed to work in conjunction with CLEANZ. C can be evaluated as
the quotient of the highest order numerator term over the highest order denominator
term.
pNC= 9N
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When the degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the denominator of H(s),
C = O, and must be specified w..•,j zero in the calling program.
T;iis routine requires the subroutine ZTRAF and its various subroutines.
CALL STATEMENT
CALL CLEANZ (CA, CROOT, ND, MU T, T, NN, A, P, NP, Q, XQ, NSH)
where;
INPUTS
1. CA is a complex linear array of the partial fraction expansion coefficients.
	
The
coefficients for a given multiple root are b ored with the highest order partial
fraction expansion factor's coefficient in the first location, the next highest order
factor's coefficient in the second location, ei:.c.
	 See the input loading table given
in the description of ZTPJiN.
2. CROOT is a complex linear array of the ND distinct roots of the denominator
polynomial of H(s).
3. ND is an integer whose value is the number of distinct denominator roots of
H(s).
4. MULT is an integer array whose values correspond to the multiplicities of each
of the ND distinct roots.	 A multiplicity of one means that a particular denominator
root is not repeated; multiplicity -two means that the root is repeated once, etc.
5. T is the sampling period - a real variable.
6. NN is the degree of the numerator polynomial in s, an integer variable.
7. NSH is the order of the sample and hold reconstruction filter (if used), an integer.
OUTPUTS
8. P is the real linear array of the z transfer function numerator.
9. NP is the degree of P, an integer:
10. Q is the real linear array of the z transfer function cloaviiinitov..
11. NQ is the degree of Q, an integer.
All of the actual transformation is performed in routine ZTRAN. For a more
complete discussion refer to the description of ZTRAN. The restrictions on
CLEANZ zre the same as those on ZTRAN with one additional restriction. If the
m:merator degree is greater than ,f9 then the DIMENSION statement for Aid must be
increased beyond 50. The only function performed by ULEANZ is to modify the ZTRAN
output function Hz (z) _ -z- as discussed above.
Whenever it is desired to z transform a function whose numerator degree
is equal to its denominator degree the user must specify a Buttem , orth reconstruction
front end. Zero and first order sample and hold can be used on transfer functions
whose numerator degree is one or more less than its denominator degree. Only the
delayed first order S & H can be used on all trahs fer fhnctitons
w ^:
't
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ISUBROUTINE ClEAN1(CA,CROOT,NO , MULT,T,NN,AoP,NP , Q,NQ,NSH)
C FOR	 INFJRMAT ION ON THESE ROUTINES CONTACT E.H. GERMAN
C BENOIX COMMUNICATIONS OI V	 8AL T0, MD 301 — VA 3 2200 EX 715
C IMPLICIT COMPLE`( * 16	 (C), REAL * 8 (A,8,J—H ,0—Z)
COMPLEX CA,CROOT
DIMENSION	 MOLT ( 1).CA(1) , CROOT ( 1),P(1),Q(1)tAR(501
C THIS ROUTINE GENERATES THE MODIFIED IMPULSE
	 INVARIANT FILTER COEF
C FROM THE ZTRANSFORM OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS
C Z TRAN COEF ARE RESCALED TO GIVE UNITY AMPL RESP
C INPUTS
C CA,	 THE PARTIAL FRAC T ION EXPANS+ON COEFFICIENTS — COMPLEX
C CROOT, AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE NU DISTINCT DENOM ROOTS—COMPLEX
C N09	 THE NUMBER OF DISTINCT DENOMINATOR ROOTS — INTEGER
C MUL T,	 AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE NO MULTIPLICITIES OF EACH ROOT—INT
C NN, THE DEGREE OF THE NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL IN S—INTEGER
C Ay	 CONSTANT RESULT OF POLYNOMIAL DIVISION. Pt S) /Q(S)
	 WHEN DEGREE OF
C P(S)	 = DEGREE OF U( S),
	
OTHERWISE A=O.
	 — REAL
C OUTPUTS
C P,	 THE NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL IN Z+*1-1)
	 — REAL
C NP,	 THE DEGREE OF P — INTEGER
C Q, THE DENOMINATOR POLYNOMIAL IN Z **( — 1)	 — REAL
C NQ,	 THE DEGREE OF Q — INTEGER
C IF SAMPLE AND HOLD RECONSTRUCTION IS USED AND THERE IS AN IDEAL
C INTEGRATOR	 IN THE INPUT F UNC T I UN THEN IT MUST BE THE LAST ROOT
C NSH IS THE ORDER OF THESAMPLE AND HOLD — INT
C EG, NSH EQUAL TO ZERO IS A ZERO ORDER SAMPLE AND HOLD
CALL ZTRAN(CA,,CROOT,NO,MULT,T,P,NP,Q,NQ,NS^1)
IFINSH.LE.11 RETURN
ZERO = O.EO
TWO =	 2.EO
NR= 0
DO	 1	 I=1, ND
I NR= NR +MUL T (I )
IF(A)2,3,2
3 IF(NN —NR) 5,4,6
4 WRITE(69 50)
RETURN
6 WRITE(6t51)
RETURN
2 I F (NN •-NR) 7, 109 9
7 WRITE(6,521
RETURN
9 WRITE(6,53)
RETURN
5 FIX IMP=ZERO
C A=O, NR>NN
IFINN—NR+1120, 10,20
10 W0= ZERO
CALL FIX(CA , NR,AR)
LOC=O
DO 8 I=1, ND
LUC=LUC+MUL T i I 1
A WO=WO+AR(LOC1
FIXIMP=A—T*WO/TWO
20 NP1=NP+,1
GO	 15	 I = 1,NP 1	 2-53
15 P( I ) = Ql I )*F I XIMP +P( I )*T
IFgNN—NQ)16917,17
16 NP ?=NP +2
NP = NUJ
NQ1=NQ+1
00 25 1=NP2oNQ1
25 P(I l=G^(1)*FIXIMP
17 CONTINUE
RETURN
50 FORMAT l//, ::H INPUT ERROR , A=O. - NUMEKATOR DEGREE=DENOMINATOR OEGRE
1E
51 FURMAT(//r 55H INPUT ERROR t NUMERATOR DEGREE GT DENOMINATOR DEGREE1	 )
52 FORMAT(//960H INPUT ERROR, A SPECIFIED BUT OENOMI N DEGREE GT NUM D
IEGREE	 )
53 FORMAT( / r 53H INPUT ERROR, NUMERATOR DEGREE GT DENOMIN DEGREE 	 )
END
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i2,4T2 ZTRAN, A Routine to Take the z Transformation ► of a
p Transfer Function N(s) Expressed as a Partial Fraction
Expansion.
This routine produces the impulse invariant z transformation of the partial
m	 fraction expansion of a transfer function.
-ND
 _ CA`(j) -
	 Pz (z)	 PO + plz-1 + 
	
+ pNz-N
	
i=1 (s+v j ) _	 Qz O	 q0 + qlz + ... + qMz
with g0=1
where ND is the number of distinct roots
Nj is the multiplicity of the jth root
A i (J) is the partial fraction expansion coefficient of the jth root, ith term.
v  is the jth root
The following subroutines are used by this routine,
1. JPOLE	 which evaluates the numerator term of a multipole.
X
2. COMBjLN which finds the numerator of the sum of the ratios of two
polynomials
3. FIX	 which removes the real parts of a complex array,
4. DENOM	 which forms the denominator of a given root term.
5. DZPOLE a subroutine of JPOLE
6. POLYAD a subroutine of JPOLE
7. POLYM	 a subroutine of COMBINE
r
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CALL STATEMENT
CAI,L ZTRAN (A, ROOT, ND, MULT, T. P, NP, Q t NQ, NSH)
where:
1. A is a complex linear array of the partial fraction expansion coefficients. 	 The
coefficients for a given multiple root must be stored with the highest order parts-A
fraction expansion term coefficient In the first location, the next highest order term
coefficient in the second location, etc.
	
See the Input Watling table which fo).kivs.
Use of subroutine PARTLF to develop the partial fraction expansion assures
correct loading of this array.
2. FOOT is a complex linear array of the ND distinct roots of the denominator
polynomial of H(s).
3. ND is an integer whose value is the number of distinct denominator roots of
H(s).
4. MULT is an integer array whose values correspond to the multiplicities of each
distinct root.	 A multiplicity of one means that a particular denominator
root is not repeated; multiplicity two meaans that the root is repeated once in
the original transfer function; e. g. (s + v)2.
5. T is the sampling period, a real variable. B
s
6. NSH is an integer flag which indicates what order reconstruction function was 4
used.
7. P is the real linear array of the z transfer function numerator.
P = p0 + plzz-1 + p2z -2 + 
	
+ pNPz-NP
P(l) = p0	, P(2) = pl ... ,	 P(NP+1)= pNP
8. NP is the degree of P, an integer
9. Q is the real linear array of the z transfer function denominator.
Q = q0 + qlz
-
1 + q2z -2	 -+	 + gNQz NQ
@(1 ) = q0	 . Q(2 ) = ql	 , ...	 Q(NQ+I) = qNQ
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14. NQ is the degree of Q, an integer
The output transfer function returned is
P  (7)	 po + plZ _1 + p2Z' 2 +
	 + PNPZ 
-h P
Z	 QZ(Z)
	 Q0 + q1Z- + q2Z -2 + + gNQz-NQ
Since the- proper location of the various input variables is necessary for the
routine ^o function a table is provided below to show the proper loading of
ZTRAN input variables.
Assume a function H(s) has been expressed as a partial fraction Expansion
series.
H(s) y	 P(S)
(s + b1) (s + b2 )4 (s + b.I )2 (s + b4 )
A (1)	 A (2)	 A (2)	 A (2)	 A (2)1 + 1	 4 +
	
-3 + --- 32	 3 L. 4
	
._ __
	
._
s + b 
	
(s + b2 )	 (s + b2 )	 ( s + b2 ) s + b2
A (3)	 A (3)	 A (4)
(s .. b3 ) 2
	(s + b3 )	 s + b4
The correct loading of the input varables for this example is shown in she
table below.
I	 A	 ROOT (I)	 ND =4	 MULT (I)
1	 Ai	 -bI	 1
t
2	 A(2)	 -b2	 4
3	 A (2)	 -b3	 2
4	 A (2)	 -b4	 1
5	 A 4
1R
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I	 AAI
6	 A (3)1
7	 A (32
ROOT (1)
	
ND =4	 MULT (I)
8	 A(4)1
RESTRICTIONS:
ZTRAN requires internal storage and is limited to an output numerator or
denominator polynomial in z -1 of degree 49. That is to say, a maximum of a 49th
degree denominator in H(s) can be handled. If more roots are supplied it is necessary
to change the following statements:
1. The DIMENSION statement at the beginning of ZTRAN.
2. The limit on the D04 I=1, 50 statement which clears CP, CQ storage.
3. The DIMENSION RESULI (50) statement in COMBIN.
4. The DIMENSION CSTORE (50) STATEMENT IN POLYM
Fortran IV with complex arithmetric capability is required.
One final restriction on ZTRAN applies ;hen a pure integrator is present
in the input transfer function (a zero value root). If sample and hold reconstruction
is used the zero root must be the last (Nth) root of the root array ROOT.
1
SUBROUTINE
	 ZTRAN(AtR00TtNOtMULTtTtPtNPtQtNQtNSH)
C FOR INFORMATION ON THESE ROUTINES CONTACT E.H. GERMAN
f G
C
BEND IX COMMUNICATIONS OI V
	 BAL TO t MD 301 - , VA 3 2200 EX 715
THIS TAKES THE Z TRANSFORMAT I UN OF A F(S) WHICH IS SPECIFIED BY
C INPUTS
C At	 THE PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS -COMPLEX
C T t	 THE SAMPLING PERIOD - REAL
C ROUT,	 AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE NO DISTINCT DENOM ROOTS-COMPLEX
C ND	 THE NUMBER O F DISTINCT
	 -t	 I  I G
	 DEN^MI NATOR ROOTS
	 INTEGER
G MULTI	 AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE NO MULTIPLICITIES OF EACH ROOT-INT
C JSH IS THE LOCATION OF THE ROOT OF
	 THE SAMPLE AND HOLD - INT
C JSH MUST BE	 SET TO ZERO WHEN SAMPLE AND HOLD IS NUT USED
NSH IS THE ORDER OF THE SAMPLE AND HOLD - INT
C EGt NSH EQUAL TO ZERO I S A ZERO ORDER SAMPLE AND HOLD
C OUTPUT POLYNOMIALS ARE FUNCTIONS OF Z**( - 1)
C CP09	 THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL - COMPLEX
C NCP t	 THE DEGREE OF CPO POLY -
	 INTEGER
C CQOt	 THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DENOMINATOR OR POLYNOMIAL - COMPLEX
C NGQ,	 THE DEGREE OF CQO POLY - INTEGER
C Pt THE REAL PART OF CPO COEF - REAL
C Qt T HE REAL PART OF CQO COEF - REAL
C
C IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16	 (C) t
	
REAL*8
	 (AvdtD•-HtO-Z)taw COMPLEX CEt3T tCPJ•CQ JtCP tCQtCPCtCQO
COMPLEX	 A(1)tBJTtRUOT( 1)
DIMENSION	 P(1)tV ( 1)tMUL.T(1)
DIMENSION	 CPJ(50 ) tCQj(50),CP ( 501 tCQ(50) tCPO ( 50) tr,'JO(50)
ONE=1. EO
JSH=O
IF(NSH .LE.1)	 JSH=ND
G CLEAR EACH TIME
00 4	 I=1t 50
CP(I)=(O.tO.)
4	 CQ(I)=(1.,0. )
CQ(1) =(1.•0. )
NCP=O
NCQ=O
C
KK=O
C OUTSIDE LOOP OVER THE ND DISTINCT ROOTS
CO	 1 J=19ND
OJT	 =	 ROOTIJ )*T
CEBT	 = GEXP(BJT)
K = MUL T (J )
KK=1',,K ♦K
C GENEPATE NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL
C-4LL	 JPOLE(AtKtKKtCEBTtTtCPJ•NCPJ)
G GENERATE DENOMINATOR POLYNOMIAL 
C ALL	 DENOM(GQJtNGQJtKiCEBT)
C COMBINE THE J T H NUMERATOR TERM WITH PREC E E D I Nv NUMERATOR TERMS
GALL COMB IN( CP,NCP•CQtNCQ•CPJtNCPJ,G,4JtNCQJtCPtNGP)
IF(J.NE.JSH)	 GO	 TO
C THIS SECTION OF CODE HANDLES SAMPLE AND HOLD RECONSTRUCTION
K=K -NSH- i
IF(NSH.EQ.-I) K=K-2
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xY CALL	 OENOM(LQJtNCJJtKtCEBT)
C END OF RECONSTRUCTION SECTION
L FGRM NEW COMMON DENOMINATOR
5 CALL POLYM(l'.Q ► NCQ ► CQJ ► NCQJ ► CQ ► NCQJ
1 CONTINUE
C	 kEVER SE ORUER OF COEFFICIENTS AND SCALE
LASTP = NCP+1
TSCAL=ONE
IF(NSH.EQ.-1) TSCAL=ONE/T
DO 11 I= L ► LASTP
INUX=LASTP- I +1
11	 CPO( I ) = CP( INOX )* TSCAL
LASTQ = NCI+1
GO L? I= 1 ► LASTQ
INDX=LASTQ- I +1
12 CQO ( I )=CQ ( INGX )
CALL F IX ( CPO ► NCP ► P
CALL F IX ( CQO ► NCQ ► Q )
NP = NCP
NQ = NGQ
RETURN
END
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.	 2.4.3 JPOLE, A Routine to Generate the z Transformation
Numerator Corresponding to a Root of a Transfer Function, H(s).
This routine generates the z transfoem numerator polynomial corresponding
to a transfer function root of any multiplicity. This transformation is performed
on the partial fraction expansion representation of a particular (multiple) denominator
root of H(s).
A (J)
F(s) _ )
	
µ	 (2,4.3-1)
,( s +Q )µµ
t 
where
A's are the partial fraction expansion coefficients
(3 is the denominator root
K is the multiplicity of the denominator root
The z transformation of the multipole F(s) above is,
K.
 A 	 µ -1	 ,-
F
.. (z ) _	 _	 8	 z	 (2.4.3-2)
where
rr
T is the sampling period
	 Q .T K.
Putting; these terms ever a common denominator of (z - e J ) i we have the
expression,
K.
T, K -µF 1
	 _	 A 	 z	 -	 -	
.,{	  (z) -	 —^—	 lZ	 ^^	 (µ - 1) I a µ=1	 T!	 ^z e J	 j	 (2.4.3-3)
µ=1	
Q	 z e j -
JPOLE develops the numerator of (2.4.3-3) 	 Another routine, DZPOLE,
develops the numerator of partial deviative terms in (2.4.3-3).
5S'
CALL STATEMENT
CALL JPOLE (A, K, KK, CEBT, T. QTEMP, NQT)
where;
1. A is a complex linear array of the partial fraction expansion coefficients.
The coefficients of a given multipole with multiplicity K must be store in A
from highest order term first to zero order term last in location KK. That is,
CORRESPONDING
STORAGE
	 COEF . STORED	 P. F. Expansion Term
AK
,jA (KK-K) K	 (s +0 j)Kj
A	 )
A (KK-K + 1) 	 Awl ,
	 J_I+	 -1(s	 pj ) j
. 0)
A0
J
2. K is an integer whose value is the multiplicity of the jth root being transformed
by JPOLE.
3. KK is an integer whose value is the location of the zero order partial function
coefficient in array A. /3 . T
4. CEBT is a complex variable whose value is e J
5. T is a real variable whose value is the sampling period.
6. QTEMP is a complex linear array containing the numerator polynomial output.
7. NQT is an integer whose value is the degree of QTEMP.
Subroutines called by JPOLE:
1. DZPOLE, a routine which generates the partial terms in (2.4.3-3).
2. POLYM, a polynomial multiplication routine for complex arguments.
3. POLYAD, a polynomial addition routine for complex arguments.
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RESTRICTIONS:
1 The output	 'e o p polynomial of JPOLE can have an order of 25 or less. That means
that the JPOLE is restricted to handling 24 repeated roots. If more than 24
repeated roots are to be handled the dimension of Q must be increased.
2. JPOLE must be run on Fortran IV with complex addition, subtraction and
multiplication.
t
k
{4
$k
9!
	
x
1
iL
I
f
Z
SUBRUUT INE JPOLE (A,K,KK,CEBT, T,QTEMP,NQT)
C JPOLE GENERATES THE NUMERATOR OF A DISTINCT PULE OF ANY MULTIPLICITY
C INPUTS
C	 At THE ARRAY OF PARTIAL FRACTION COEFFICINTS - COMPLEX
C	 K, THE MULTIPLICITY OF THE ROOT BEING TRANSFORMED - INTEGER
C	 KK, THE LOCATION OF THE ZERO ORDER PARTIAL FKACTIUN COEF - INTEGER
C	 CEBT, = CEXP(ROOT(J)*T)
C OUTPUTS
C	 QTEMP, THE COEFF OF THE NUMERATOR POLYN - COMPLEX
C	 NQT, THE DEGREE OF WTEMP - INTEGER
C	 IMPLICIT COMPLEX * 16 (C)r REAL*8 (A,B,D-H2O-Z)
C
	
	
COMPLEX* 16 Q,A vQTEMP ,P,AA
COMPLEX Q,A,QTEMP,P,AA,CEBT
DIMENSION Q( 50)rP(2)
DIMENSION At 1),QTEMP(I)
C
40 = 1.
ZERO=0.EO
NLERO=0
CALL CZPULE(CEdT,T,NZERO,QTEMP,NQT)
MU=K- 1
LOC = KK
AA=A(LOC)
wTEMP ( 1) = QTEMP ( 1 )*AA
QTEMP (2) = QTEMP ( 2)*AA
IF(MU.EQ.0) GO TO 2
P(1 )=--CEBT
P(2)=t 1.EO9O.EO)
NP= 1
FACT = 1.EO
00 1 J=1,MU
CALL DZPOLE(CEBT,T,JPQ,NQJ
LOC=LOC-1
FACT = FACT* FLOAT(J )
AA= At LOC) /FACT
CALL POLYM(Q,NQ, AA,NZERO,Q,NQ )
CALL POLYM(P,NPrQTEMP,NQT,QTEMP,NQT)
CALL POLYAOIUTEMP,NQT,Q,NQ,QTEMP,NQT,AD)
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
'--^, RETURN
END
Lt
t
I
T
I
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f
2.4.4 DZPOLE, A Routine to Generate the Numerator of the Pariia:
Derivatives of the z Transformation Corresponding to a
f	 Root of a Transfer Function, H(s).r
This routine generates the numerator of the partial derivatives required
to z transform a partial fraction expansion term of transfer function H(s) _ @---(g -r
A single partial fraction expansion term of a multipole is of the following type,
A ^J )
U(s--
	
(2.4.4-1)
where aj	 is the multipole root, A u () is the uth partial fraction
expansion coefficient of the j th root.
The transform of this typical term is given by,
A 
u	 u
(J)
	
A (J)	 µ -1
-	
a	 Z (2.4.4-2)
(s + Q j )u	 (U-1) !	 a Qj u-1 z -e FT
i
DZPOLE generates the numerator polynomial of the partial term
in (2.4..4-2).
u-1
a	 z	 }	 12.4.4-3)
Qj
/3 . T 1
 
z ^ J
CALL STATEMENT:
CALL DZPOLE (CEBT , T o K, CZNUM, NCZ)
where;
1. CEBT is a complex variablewhose value is e ('`+ i(0) where (a- + iw) is the
denominator root of the term being transformed. That is /3 j = ;r + iw . i =ti -1
2. T is the sampling period, a real variable.
3. K is an integer which indicates which term of the multipole is being transformed.
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4. CZNUM is thv numerator polynomial in z returned a complex linear array.
5. NCZ is the degree of the polynomial CZNUM, an integer
RESTRICTIONS;
1. The output polynomial CZNUM, has a maximum degree of 24,. This means that
DZPOLE is restricted to 25 repeated roots. If more than 25 repeated roots are
to be handled the dimension of A and CP must be increased,
2. The order of calling DZPOLE must be from zero or first order term (K=O or K=1)
to the highest order term. Calling DIPOLE from the highest order to the lowest
order will result in incorrect values of CZrTUM generated.
3. FORTRAN IV with complex arithmetic capability is required.
SJBROUTINE UZPOLE(CE8TvT,J,CZNuM,NUG)
DZPCLE GENEAATE^ NUMERATUR UER IVI T1 VE TERMS NECESSARY FOR MOLT IPOLE
L IRANSFORMATIUNS
G INPUTS
G	 CEbT= %.EXP(RUOT(J)*T) - COMPLEX
G	 J, IS OHICH UER IVI T IVE IS dEI N^ TAKEN J = MULT-1 - INTEGER
G	 T, IS THE SAMPLINI, PERIOU - REAL
G	 URUER OF EXECUTION PROCEEDS FRUM LOWEST JRJErc UERIV TO HIGHEST
G	 J MAY START WITH EITHER A VALUc OF 0 OR 1 BUT NOT HIGHER THAN 1
C OUTPUTS
C	 LLNUM9 IS THE NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL IN L
C	 NJG• IS THE DEGREE OF CZNUM
G
C	 IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C) r REAL*d (A 9 ti •U-H t0-L)
COMPLEX C^13T,GEbTP,CdtCZNUM9GP
UIMENS ION CZNUM(1),A(50) •CP(50)
L kRU= 0 . EO
ONE =1 . EO
CZNUM(1)=ZLRO
JJ = J .* 1
1F(JJ-3)6r6t 7
7 JJ = 3
6 GO TO ( It 2r 3 ),JJ
G	 1 IS FOR FIkST ORDER POLES
G	 2 IS FOR SECUNU ORDER POLES
G	 3 IS FOR HIGHER UR UE K POLES
1 CLNUM(2)=JNE
NDG= l
RETURN
Z CUNTINUE
CLNUMl2)=T*CEdT
NOG = 1
RETURN
3 CONTINUE
A(1)=ONE
A(J)=ONE
JJJ=J--2
1F(JJJ)49495
4 CONTINUE
GO TU 18
5 CUNT INUE
C COMPUTE THE A'S
OU 8 1=1 ► JJJ
JMI=J-I
A(JMI)= FLOAT(JMI)*A(JMI)4,A(JMI-L)
8 CONTINUE
18 CONTINUE
NDG=-1
LEBTP=ONE
KFACT = 1
G GtNEkATE DER IVATIVE TERMS
UO 10 K= 1rJ
KFACT=KFACT*K
CE13TP=CE8T4tCEBTP
C8=A(K)*CEBTP*FLOAT(KFACT)
IF(Nt;G)129 lit 11
AND
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12 CPI11uCb
NOG=O
GU TO 10
11 CP(K)=CP(K-1)
IF(K.E0.2) GU TO 15
L IM = K-2
00 16 1=19L IM
KMI=K-I
16 CPIKMII=CPIAMI-1)-CEBT*CPIKMI 1
15 CPI 1) = -CEi3T*CP( 1) ♦Cd
10 CUNTINUE
NOG=J
TPOW= T**J
0U 20 I=1tJ
20 CtNUMII¢11=CP( I)*TPON
RETURN
END
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2.4.5 DENOM, A Routine to Generate the z Transformation
Denominator Corresponding to a Root of a Transfer
Function, H(s)
This routine generates the denominator polynomial of a given multiple
denominator root. The z transformation is performed on the partial fraction expansion
representation of a transfer function H(s). A particular (jth) multiple denominator
root of H(s) is reprenented in general as
	
K	 A (i)
--	 (s + Gj )uU=1
P,
where the A 's are partial fraction expansion coefficients,
A j the jth denominator root of li(s)
Kj is the multiplicity of this root
It can be shown that the z transformation of the above is (see document on
JPOLE)
i
	
K^	 Au 0)	
- a u -1	 z	 F Kj-u
Fz(z) \	 (u - 1)!
	 u-1
	 Q .r (z -e^j )
	
L	 e Q	 z -e j
	
u =1
	 j
r where i' is the sampling period.
From this we see that the common denominator factor is
(z -e Q j r) Kj
Fhis is the polynomial generated in DENOM.
f
a.
CALL S f  fEMEN f:
CALL DENOM (QJ, NQJ, K, CEB f)
where
1. QJ is the output denominator polynomial with complex coefficients. It mist be
sufficiently dimensioned in the calling program.
2. NQJ is the degree of polynomial QJ, an integer.
3. K is an integer whose value is the mulcip l icity of the rooc being transformed.
4. CEBT is a complex variable calculated in the calling program as CEBT = e0j r.
this roucine is restricted to use on machines with FORTttAN IV which has
complex arichmetic capability.
f<r
r
f+
g
y
^r
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SUBRQUTINE DENOM(CQJ,NCQJ,K,CEBT)
COMPLEX CQJ, CEBT
C IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C) • REAL*8 ( A,B,D-H2O-Z)
DIMENSION CQJII)
ONE=1.EO
IF(K.GT.0)
	 GO TO	 1
CQJ11)=ONE
NCQJ=O
RETURN
1 CQJ 1 1)=-CEBT
CQJ(2)=ONE
IF(K.LE.I)	 GO TO	 3
KM 1=K-1
DO 2	 IT=19KM1
LIM=IT+1
CQJ (L IM+1)=(O.EO,O.EO)
00 ] JJ = 1•L IM
LOC=LIM-JJ +2
CQJ (LI]C )=CQJ (LOC-1) -CEBT*CQJ ( LUC )
7 CONTINUE
CQJ ( 1)=-CEBT*CQJ ( 1)
2 CONTINUE
3 NCQJ=K
RETURN
ENOI
..	 ,µ ,.	 .. ., ,	 .	
='Y"" vt,{', ;3!.{^ ,^`-. ,'^ •^''+.tif	 k"1.-.	 ^f.	 .. :.v:.	 v,. ..r.	 .ti.,	 ...	 .,	 ,,.	 .	 ..
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2.4.6 LEVEL, A Routine To Adjust The Response Of A Transfer
Function in z to a Specified Level at Zero Frequency
i	 I
This routine adjusts a transfer function in z to give a specified response
at zero frequency. It is designed to make small correction- in response and should
not be used for gross level setting. Gross level setting must be done before z trans-
forming the transfer function H(s). Hence this routine should be called after the
modified impulse invariant polynomials have been developed (see routine CLEANZ).
A transfer function in z is represented as a ratio of two polynomials in z,
H (z) P (z )	 p0 + plz-1 + 
p2z -2 +	 + pNz-N
=	 _z	 Q z (z)	 q0 + qlz -1 + q2z -2 +	 + qMz-M
The response of H z (z) at some frequency w can be evaluated by making the
substitution
WT
z = e
where:
w is the radian frequency at which the transfer function is to be evaluated
T is the sampling period in seconds.
Now at w = 0, z = 1 hence the response at w = 0 of a transfer function in
z is simply the sum of the numerator coefficients over the sum of the denominator
coefficients,	 N
pj
Hz (z) 	 =	 a - 1	 = ZLEV
z=1
q•i	 J.
J = 1'
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A1..
The desired response is the response of the original transfer function at zero
k	
frequency.
b0 + bls + b2s 2 +	 + bNs N .,	 b0
I H (s) I  	 =	 =a	 SLEVs = 0	 a0 + a I s + b2s 2 +	 + b M s M	
0
The z transformed filter response error is the difference
DIFFER = SLEV - ZLEV
Small corrections in the transfer function zero frequency response can be
made by adding DIFFER to the original transfer function.
Pz(z)
H` z (z) = Q (z)	 + DIFFER
z
Pz (z ) + DIFFER*Qz(z)
QZ (
z )
i`
	
Pf (z)
H'z (z) =	
z
Q (z) which is the new transfer function, returned to
z	 the calling program.
No other subroutines are used by this routine. This routine has only two
dimensioned arrays, P and Q. These variable derive their dimension from the
calling program.
.	 CALL STATEMENT
CALL LEVEL (SLEV, P, NP, Q, NQ)
where;
f
1. SLEV is the response of the transfer function H(s) at zero frequency, a real
variable. This is the zero frequency response which H z (z) will have after
execution of this routine.
2. P is a real linear array containing the numerator coefficients of the z transfer
function. It serves as an input and an output. The corrected coefficients are
returned to the input variable.
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i
3. NP is the degree'of polynomial P. It serves as both an input and output. Note
that when the degree of the input numerator is less than the degree of the
denominator the resulting numerator polynominal will have a degree equal to
the denominator degree. This variable is an integer.
4. Q is a real linear array containing the denominator polynomial coefficients
of the z transfer function. It serves as an input but is always returned unchanged.
5. NQ is the degree of the denominator polynomial. This variable is an integer.
F
I
I
I
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1
SUBROUTINE LEVEL I SLEVvP oNP,QtN(J)
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H90—Z)
DIMENSION PI1)AM
G	 F = 0 LEVEL SET ROUTINE
ZERO=0.E0
EPS=1.E-5
NP1=NP+1
NQ1=NQ+1
SUMP=ZERO
SUM Q=ZERO
00	 1 — I=1t NP 1
1 SUMP= SUMP +P ( I )
00 2 I=19NQ1
2 SUMQ= SUMQN(I )
ZL EV= SUMP/ SUMQ
DIFFER=
 SL EV— ZL EV
IF(	 ASS (DIFFER I.
 LT. EPS) RETURN
NP2=NP+2
IFINP.G'f.NQI	 NP1=NQ1
3
DO	 3 * I =19 NP 1
PII ) = P(I)+Q( I) *DIFFER
IFt NP.GE .NQ I RETURN
00 4 I=NP2oNQ1
4 Pt I ) = QI I)*DIFFER
NP=NQ
RETURN
a END
1".
r^a
^s.
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2.5.1 COMBIN, A Routine For Adding Two Ratios Of Two Polynomials
This routine finds the numerator resulting from the addition of two ratios
of two polynomials. All polynomials are represented by complex linear arrays.
The function performed is:
P  + P2 = P  Q2 + P2 Ql	 P = P Q + P Q
Ql	Q2	 Ql Q2
	
3	 1 2
	 2 1
The routine requires two other routines for execution (1) POLYM, a complex
polynomial multiplying routine, and (2) POLYAD a complex polynomial adding
routine.
The listing shown is for complex polynomials. The routine can be modified
to handle other types of variables by changing the type statements in COMBIN and
by changing POLYM and POLYAD to handle the desired type of variables.
FALL STATEMENT
CALL COMBIN (Pl, NPI, Ql, NQI, P2, NP2, Q2, NQ2, P3, NP3)_
where:
1. PI is the numerator polynomial of the first ratio of polynomials, a complex
linear array.
2. NPI is the degree of PI, an integer.
3. Ql is the denominator polynomial of the first ratio of polynomials, a complex
linear array.
4. NQI is the degree of Ql, an integer
5. P2 is the numerator polynomial of the second ratio of two polynomials, a complex
linear array.
6. NP2 is the degree of P2, integer.
7. Q2 is the denominator of the second ratio of two polynomials, complex linear
array.
8. NQ2 is the degree of Q2, integer.
9. P3 is the numerator of tht returned ratio of two polynomials, a linear array.
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10. NP3 is the degree of P3, integer.
Note that one input ratio of two polynomials may be used as the output ratio of two
polynomials. For example Call COMBIN (Pl, NPI, Ql, NQI, P2, NP2, Q2, NQ2,
Pl, NPl) is legal. The resulting output numerator is returned to the first input
numerator location in the calling program.
RESTRICTIONS:
1. Combine is restricted to polynomials whose inputs(NP + NQ2):S49.
If this condition is to be exceed the dimension of RESULI must be increased
beyond the dimension of 50 given.
2. Combine is further restricted in that(VQ1 + NP2)<49. This restriction can
be removed by increasing the dimension of the array CSTORE in the subroutine
POLYM.
s
f
S
P
a
SUBROUTINE COMBIN(P,NPtQtNQtPTEMPtNPTtQTEMP,NQT•PUUTtNPO)
C	 NPtNJtNPT,ETC ARE THE OEGREES OF THIR RESPECTIVE POLYNOMIALS
C	 COMB IN FORMS THE NUMERATOR POLYNOMIAL OF THE SUM OF THE RATIO
C	 OF TWO POLYNOMIALS • THAT IS
C	 POUT = (P) X (QTEMP)	 •	 (PTEMP) X (Q)
C	 NUMERATUR IS FOkMED IN POUT POLYNOMIAL
C	 IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16 (C) r REAL*8 (A,B#D —H t0—Z)
COMPLEX	 J(LI,uTEMP ( L),P(l),PTEMP ( 1) •POUT(1)
COMPS EX	 R ESUL 1
DIMENSION RESULL(50)
CALL POLYM (P,NP t QTEMP,NQT PRE SULLtNRES1
CALL POLYM(QtN(J,PTEMP,NPT,POUT,NPO)
AO = 1.
CALL POLYAO(POUT APO PRE SULItNRtSrPOUToNPOtAO)
RETURN
END
ilk,
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2.5.2	 F X 9 A Routine For Obtaining the Real Part Of A
Complex
	
ArrRy.
This routine obtains the real parts of a complex linear array which represents
a complex polynomial and returns them to a real polynennial. The main program
supplies the dimensions of the two variables. There is a severe restriction on the
routine that the compiler must store the real and imaginary parts of a complex
variable in sequential address locations.
CALL STATEMENT
CALL FIX (CPLX, NDG, OREAL)
where:
1. CPLX is a complex linear array
2. NDG is the degree of the polynomial CPLX hence it is also the degree of the
output polynomial OREAL. The dimension of both arrays is then NDG + 1
3. OREAL is the output real linear array containing the real parts of the complex
input.
or more graphically,
Input	 Output
I	 CP LX (I)	 OR EA L (I)
	 NDG = 3
1	 al  A I 	al
2	 a2, J0 2 	 a23	
(X3, jo3	
a3
4	 a4 
J04 	 a4
2-?9
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fSUBROUTINE FIXICPLX,NC.OREAL)
G	 IMPLICIT REAL*8( A — N.O— t 1
DIMENSION CPLXI I) 90REAL I I )
LAST a
 NC* l
00 1 IaLtLAST
1 OREALII) a
 CPLX(20I-1)
RETURN
END
2.5.3	 POLYAD and RPOLYA , Routines For Adding Or Subtact ►ng Two
Polynomials.
This routine adds polynomial A to polynomial B and returns the result in
polynomial C. When subtraction is required the second polynomial in the call
statement is subtracted from the first; polynomial in the call statement. Subtraction
is performed when a flag is less than or equal to zero. All polynomials are stored
in a linear array, from lowest to highest order coefficients. If polynomial A =
a 	 al x + a2
 x2 + • •.+a 
n  
xn , then it must be stored as a linear array.
A (1) = a 
A(2) = a1
A(3) = a2
A(N + 1) = an
The listing shown is for complex polynomials. The routine can be modified to
handle other types of variables by changing the explicit type statement, and by changing
the definition statement for the variable CONST, the first operating statement of the
routine.
CALL STATEMENT
CALL POLYAD (A, NA, B, NB, C. NC, FLAG)
where
1. A is the complex linear array used as one input.
2. NA is the degree of A, an integer variable.
3. P :s the complex linear array used as the second input.
4. NB is the degree of B, ar►
 integer variable.
5. C is the output linear array also a complex array.
6. NC is the degree of C, an integer variable.
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I
7. FLAG is a real variable which if greater than zero causes addition to occur
and if less than or equal to zero causes subtraction to occur fC(I) = A(I) - B(I) ].
Noie that in the call statement one of the input variables can be the output variable.
For example we can say. CALL, POLYAD (X NX, Y, NY, X, NX, FLAG)
The resulting surnmed polynomial and its degree replace X and NX in the calling
program in this case.
Another version of this routine works the same but has all real arguments.
Its CALL statement is
CALL RPOLYA (A, NA, B, NB, C, NC, FLAG)
4
7
S:
a
11^
I
r
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SUBRUUTINE POLYAO(AvNA•BvNB,C9NC9FLAG)
C SUBROUTINE POLYAD ADDS POLYNOMIAL A TO POLY Be THE RESULT IS C
C NA AND NO ARE THE DEGREE OF POLY A AND B RESPECTIVELY. NC  IS
C THE DEGREE OF POLY C e FLAG INDICATES WHETHER ADDITION CR SUBT
C IS TO BE PERFORMEO . IF FLAG>O.ADOITION IS PERFORMED.
^a C LOADING OF POLYNOMIALS MUST BE FROM LOWEST TO HIGHEST ORDER TERMC EITHER A OR B NAY BE THE SAME VARIABLE AS C IN THE CALL STMT • EG
C CALL POLYAC(X, NX, Y,NY• Y t NY)	 IS LEGAL
G IMPLICIT COMPLEX* 16 (CI• REAL*6 (A,B•D—H2O—I)
COMPLEX	 A(1), B(1),C( 1)
CONST=1.0
IF( F ► .AG.LE.O.EO) CONST= - 1.E0
IFV4A—NB)1.2,2
C 8 15 THE LARGER POLYNOMIAL
I NC=NB
NCP 1= NC+1
LIM= NA+2
CO 5	 I =L I M, N CP 1
5 C(1 )=CONST*B( 1)
GO TO 3
G A IS THE LARGER POLYNOMIAL
2 NC=NA
NCP 1=NC+1
r LIM=NB+2
` IF(LIM.GT.NCP1) GO TO 3
00 6 I = LIMtNCP1
6 C(I)=A(I)
3 CONTINUE
LIM= L I M-1
1 CO 4	 I=1,L IM
4 C(I )=A ( I )+CUNST*B( II .
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE RP0LYA(A9NAtdtNd9C*NC9FLAG)
CIMENSIUN At 1198( 1) tC( 1)
CUNST= 1.0
IF(FLAC.LE.0.E01 CONST=-1.EO
I F (NA-'NB) 1, 2, 2
c	 B IS THE LARGEk POLYNOMIAL
i NC=Na
NCP 1=NC+1
LIM=NA+2
CU 5 I=L IM, NCP 1
5 C(I)=CUNST*8(II
GO TO 3
C	 A IS THE L AkGER POLYNOMIAL
2 NC=NA
NCP 1=NC+1
L IAN=NB+2
IF (L IM.GT .NCP 1) GU TO 3
00 6 I=L IM, NCP 1
6 C(I)=A(i)
3 CONTINUE
L IM=L IM-1
CU 4 I= 1,L IM
4 L(I)=A(I) ♦ CUNST*8(II
k E'f URN
ENC
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.2.5.4	 POLYMand RPOLYM, Polynomial Multiplication Routines
This routine multiplies polynomial A by polynomial B and stores the
result in polynomial C. All polynomials are stored in linear arrays. The listing
shown is for complex polynomials (POLYM). The routine can be modified to handle
other types of variables by changing the explicit type statement and the defining
statement for the variable zero. RPOLYM is the version which multiplies two real
polynomials.
CALL STATE M ENT
CALL POLYM (A, NA, B, NB, C, NC)
1. A is a complex linear array used as one input.
2. NA is the degree of polynomial A, integer,
3. B is a complex linear array used as the second input.
} 4. NB is the degree of polynomial B, integer.
5. C is the complex linear array product polynomial returned.
6. NC is the degree of polynomial C, integer.
Note that one of the input variables can be used as an output variabl y . For example
I	 we can say, Call POLYM (A, NA, B, NB, B, NB). The resulting output polynomial
and its degree replace the input arras , and its degree in the calling program.
i
1
RESTRICTION:
POLYM is restricted to multiplying two polynomials, the sum of whose
degrees is less than 49. That is(NA + NB)s 49. If higher order results are required
it is necessary to increase the dimension of the variable CSTORE.
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SUBROUTINE POLYMIA,NA,d,NB,C,NC)
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES POLYNOMIALS A AND d AND STORES
L	 THE RESULT IN C.NA , NB,NC ARE THE DEGREES OF THEIR POLYNOMIALS
C	 EITHER A Ok 6 MAY BE THE SAME VARIABLE AS C IN THE CALL STMT, EG
C	 CALL POLYM(X,NX,Y,NY,Y,NY) IS LEGAL
C	 IMPLICIT COMPLEX * 16 (C), REAL * 8 (A,B,D—H2O—Z)
COMPLEX	 CSTORE(50),A(1) t d( 1) ► C(1)
NSTO=NA+NB
NCP 1=NST0 +1
ZERO = O.EO
CO I I = 1, NCP 1
1 CSTORE(I)=ZERO
L iM 1=NA+1
LIM2=NB+1
00 2 I=19LIM1
00 2 J = 1,L IM2
IJM1 = I+J-1
2 CSTORE(IJill) = CSTORE( IJM1)+A ( I) *d(J)
00 3 I = 1, NCP 1
3 C(I ) = CSTORE( I)
NC= N S TO
RETURN
END
r
SF.
n
n
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SUBROUTINE RPOLYM(A,NA, B, NB t C ,NC )
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HrO-Z)
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES PULYNOMI AL S A AND 8 AND STORES
C	 THE RESULT IN C.NA,NB,NC ARE THE DEGREES OF THEIR POLYNOMIALS
DIMENSION CSYORE(50),A(l),8(l),C(1.)
NSTU=NA+NS
NCP 1=NSYO ♦ 1
00 1 I=1PNCP1
1 CSTORE(I )= 0.
L IM 1=NA+1
L IM2=NB+1
DO 2 I=1, L IM 1
00 2 J=1,LIM2
IJM1= I+J-1
2 CSTORE(IJM1)=CSTORE(IJM1)+A(I)*B(J)
00 3 I =19 NCP 1
3 C(I)=CSTURE(I)
NC= NSTO
RETURN
END
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2.5.5	 ADJNUM: A Routine To Scale A Polynomial
This routline scales a polynomial P
P = p0 + plx + p2x2
 + . .. + pnxn
by a scale factor A such that the polynomial becomes
P= A + A x+ A +... + A xn
where N is the degree of the polynomial
CALL STATEMENT:
CALL ADJNUM (P, N, A)
where:
1. P is a real linear array containing the coefficients of the
polynomial to be scaled.
2. N is the integer ,egree of polynomial P.
3. A is the real variable whose value is the scale factor.
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kSUBROUTINE AOJNUMIB,MtH000!
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H2O-Z)
DIMENSION B! lI
MP 1=M + l
00 7 I=1,MP1
7 8( 1 )= 81 1 1/ HO OC
RETURN
ENO
f,
}
(t
E
S
z
7
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2.6.1 REFORM, A Routine to Form a Polynomial from the Roots of
the Polynomial
This routine ( re) forms a polynomial from its roots which can be of any
multiplicity. In general, the roots are complex roots. It is always true that complex
roots appear in conjugate pairs. A pair of complex conjugate roots form a quadratic
polynomial,
 )Pj ('s) _ , s + cx j + i(3j /	 s +	 cuj - UJj
	
= s 
2 
+2cvj. s + (C j 2 + Qj2)
where a is the real part of the complex root pair
is the imaginary part of the complex root pair
Note that a is always negative in value for physically
reliable transfer functions.
For real roots a first order polynomial results,
Pi (s) =s+ 
a 
The polynomial of the jth root of multiplicity M  is
M.[ 
PJ(s) ]	 J
The polynomial found by REFORM is then the product of the polynomials
of each root,	 N M
P(s)_	 [ Pj(s)] j
J	
1
where N is the number of distinct roots of the polynomial.
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CALL STATEMENT
CALL REFORM (ROOT, N, MOLT, POLY, NPOLY)
Y
where
1. ROOT is a real array containing each of the N roots
of the polynomial to be found.
ROOT (1) = real part of root #1
ROOT (2) = imaginary part of root #2
ROOT %2N-1) = real part of the Nth root
ROOT (2N) = imaginary part of the Nth root
If a root is complex its conjugate must immediately follow it in'the array:
If a root is real; its imaginar y part must be exactly zero. REFORM has no
other way of knowing whether a. root is real or imaginary.
(2) N is an integer whose value is the number of roots in array ROOT.
(3) MULT is an integer array containing the multiplicities of each root. If
the jth root is repeated once then MULT (J) = 2 and so on.
s (4) POLY is a real array which contains the (re) formed polynomial.
POLY (1) = po
POLY (2) = pls
POLY (3)	 p2 a2
(5) NPOLY is the degree of the polynomial returned. There are (NPOLY + 1)
coefficients returned.
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SUBROUTINE REFORM(ROOT,NO,MULT,TRA•NTRA)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*6 (A-N•0-1)
CIMENSION ROOT(1)9MULTII)9TRA(1)9TEM(3)
TRA11)=I.EO
NTRA=O
I=0
2 I=I ♦1
IR= 2* I-1
I I = 2* I
ROI I=kOOT ( I I )
i F (RO I I. E U. 0. F 01 GO TO 4
TEMI II = ROOT ( II)*ROOT(11)*ROOT ( IR)*ROOT(IR)
TEM(2)=2.E0*(-ROOTi IR) )
TEM(3)=1.EO
NTEM=2
I=I.1
GO TO 5
4 TEM ( 1 )=-kJGT 1 IR )
TEM(2)=1.EO
NTEM= 1
5 K=MULT(I)
DO 6 J=1,K
CALL RPOLYM( TRAtNTR.A•TEMYNTEMPTRAtNTRA)
6 CONTINUE
IF((I-ND1.GE.0) GO TO 1
GU TO 2
1 CONTINUE
K ET URN
K	 ENG
k
I
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2.6.2	 R ESP, A Routine to Evaluate the Frequency Response of Two
j	 Transfer Functions
I
This routine evaluates the frequency response of two transfer functions at
101 equally spaced frequencies from zero to half the sampling frequency. The purpose
of this routine is to print out the response of the z transform function beside the
response of the original transfer function. The z transform function is of the form
	
Pz(z)	 p0 + piz-1 + P2 Z-2 + 	 + pMz
-M
H (z) =_
z	
Qz(z)	
q0 + ql z-1 + q2
z-2 
+	 + qNz-N
Its response is evaluated by substituting
iwT
t z = e
1}
where: T
w is the variable frequency l 0 < w < T ]	 - in rad. /sec.
The original transfer function H(s) must be inputed to the routine in the form,
P(s) 	 p0 + pls + p2s 2
 + .. , + sM
	
H(B) _	 _
Q(s)	 q0 + qls + g2s 2 + . , .+ sN
This transfer function is evaluated by makingthe substitution
s = iw
1
I
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This routine requires tho following subroutines
1. RECRSP which evaluates the transform transfer function response.
2. TRANS which evaluates the original transfer function response.
Additional storage is required inside the routine, hence more equally
spaced points can be evaluated by changing the variablq NPTS and the Dimension
statemer, is for FREQ, A MPLI, A MPL2, PHA Z1, PHA Z2. For example, if it
were desiredo evaluate the two transfer functions at 201 equally spaced points
between zero and half the sampling frequency then change the definition to NPTS =
201 and increase the above dimensioned variables to 201.
CA LL STATEMENT
CALL RESP (P, NP, Q, NQ, DENOM, NDD, NUM, NDN, T, TAU)
where:
1. P is the z transform numerator - real array
P(1) - p0
P(2) - pl
etc.
2. NP is the degree of polynomial P - integer.
3. Q is the z transform denominator - real array
Q(1) = q0
Q(2) = ql
etc.
4. NQ is the degree of polynomial Q - integer.
5. DENOM is the denominator polynomial of H(s) - real array
DENOM (I) = q0
DENOM (2) = ql
etc.
6. NDD is the degree of polynomial DENOM - integer
7. NUM is the numerator polynomial of H(s) - real array
8. NDN is the degree of polynomial NUM - integer
9. T is the sampling period in seconds - real
10. TAU is the additional time delay introduced by the reconstruction function if
Yom.
w
W
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used. If the user makes the z transformation directly without calling one of the
reconstruction routines he should specify TAU=O before calling RESP. Note
that TAU is a normalized time delay
TAU= — T -^T
where	 r is the time delay in seconds
T is the sampling period in seconds.
SUBROUTINE RESP(P,NP,Q,NQ,TRA•NTRA,TRANUoNTRANU,T.TAU)
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H2O—Zl
DIMENSION P(1)AM9TRA(1),TRANU(1)
DIMENSION	 TIX1(1219TIY1( 12) t TIY2( L2),TIY3112) ,TIY4(121
DATA TIX1/72HFREQUENCY IN CYCLES
1
CATA T IY 1/ 72HANALOGUE FILTER  GAI N
1
CATA TIY2/72HDIGITAL FILTER GAIN
I	 /
DATA T I Y3/ 72HANALOGUE FILTER 	 PHASE
1
DATA TIY4/72hUIGITAL FILTER	 PHASE
1
DIMENSION FREQ ( 101) •AMPL1( 1011 ,AMPL2(10L) ,PHAZL (LO1) , PHAZ2 (101) a
P I= 3. 141592 7
OMEGA=O.
N P T S= 101 {
DEL FR=P I/FLOAT(NPTS-1)
WRITE(6t11)
WRITE(6912)
DO	 1	 I=19NPTS
CALL RECRSP (P,NP t Q, NQ P DMEGA,AMP1 t PHIL t TAU)
FREW I )=OMEGA/ (T*2.*P I )
OMEG2 = FREQ (I)*2.*P I
CALL TRANS(OMEG2,TRANUPNTRANU,TRA,NTRA,AMP2,PH12)
FRE=FREQ(I)
WRITE(6.10)	 FRE	 9AMP19PHI19AMP2tPH12
AMPL 1(I) = AMP 1
AMPL 2 ( I 1= AMP 2
PHAZ1( I)=PHI L
PHAZ211) =PHI 2
W i. ME GA=OMEGA+OELFR
K,KK = —NFTS
AMPL1(NPTS) = 0. v
AMPL2(NPTS)=0.
XMIN=FREQ(1)
XMAX= FREQ (NP TS )
CALL	 PLOT (FR EQ,AMPL 1, 1.10 L, TI XL)
C CALL QUIK3V(-2,TIXI,TIY29KKKK,FREQ,AMPL1)
C CALL QUIK3V( 2rTIX19T1Y19KKKKYFKEQvAMPL2)
C CALL QUIK3L(-29XMIN,XMAX,-180.,180.,44•TIXI,TIY4,KKKK,FREWtPHAZ1)
C CALL QUIKX(	 2.XMIN,XMAX.-180.v180.,449TIXI,TIY39KKKK9FREQsPHAZ2)
10	 FORMAT (1X	 ,F7.2.3X,E15.8,4XtF7.297X,EL5.8,3XPF7.2)
11 FORMAT( lH 1. 16X, 37H FREQUENCY RESPONSE
	
OF	 Z— TRAM FILTER	 )
12 FORMAT( 2X, 4HFKEQ , 4X, 15HAMPL I TUDE ZTRAN. 9 2 X,11HPHASE	 ZTRAN , 5X •
L13HREF AMPLITUDE ,4X99HREF PHASE
	 )
RETURN
END
I
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2.6.3 IIECRSP A Routine To Evaluate The Frequency Response
Of A z Transfer Function.
This routine evaluates the amplitude and phase response of a transfer function
in z at a single frequency.
Pz(z)	
PO + P1 Z-1 + p2
 Z-2 +, p3a-3+ + 
Pn,z
-m
H (z) _	 _	 —
z 	 Qz(z)	 q0 + glz - 1 + g2z -2 + g3z -3 + . +q n z-n
This is accomplished by setting
m iwmT
z = e
P z (z )	 p0+ ple-^iwT + p2e-iw2T + 
H (z) - 	 	 =A
z	 Q (z)z	 q0 + qle-ic- + q2e .;-	 +. .. .
where:
i = -/-7-
W	 is the radian frequency at which the transfer function
is to be evaluated.
A	 is the amplitude response
C6	 is the phase response
T	 is the sampling period
i
This routine calls another routine, PHASE which evaluates the phase response of
the transfer function
CALL STATEMENT
CALL RECRSP (P, M, Q, N, OMEGA, AMP, PHI, TABU)
where:
INPU 1'S
1. P is a real linear array of the z transfer function numerator coefficients.
2. M is the degree of numerator P, an integer.
3. Q is a real linear array of the z transfer function denominator coefficients.
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4. N is the degree of denominator Q an integer.
. OMEGA is the normalize,.i radian frequency at which the transfer function is to
	
m
be evaluated. That is OMEGA = 2 n f— = wT, where f is the
frequency in Hz at which the transfer function is to be evaluated. OMEGA can
have a range of values (0:!9 OMEGAS 7r]
6. TAU is a real variable which is the time delay of the digital filter output with
respect to the corresponding analogue filter output. It is the time delay which
it is desired to have removed from the digital filter response. See explanation
which follows.
OUTPUTS
7. AMP is a real variable which is the amplitude response of the transfer function
at wT.
8. PHI is a real variable which is the phase response of the transfer function at wT.
An Explanation of the Time Delay Factor TAU. TAU is the time delay
produced when synthezing a digital filter, via various techniques, from an analogue
prototype. When comparing the analogue transfer function with the digital transfer
function it is often useful to remove the additional phase shift. Specification of TAU
will cause the additional phase shift to be removed. Setting TAU to zero gives the
exact digital transfer function.
For non-recursive filters TAU should be set equal to KT, where KT is the
time delay from end point filtering, when removing the phase shift. K is, then,
the number of sampling intervals of delay from the most recent data point being
filtered and T is the sampling interval in seconds.
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SUBROUTINE RECRSP(A t M,B
 •N,OMEGA,AMP,PHI • TAU)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-1)
DIMENSION Al 1), BIII, SING( 50),COSG(50)
C0=1.
S0=0.
OL= TAU*OMEGA
C1 = COS(OMEGA)
S 1= SIN( OMEGA)
C2=2.*C1
IF(M-N)49495
4 LIM=N
GO TO 6
5 L IM=M
6 , 00 1 K=19LIM
COSGiK)=C1
SING(KI=S1
CCO=CO
SSO=SO
C0=C1
S 0= S 1
C1=C2*C1-CCO
S1=C2*S1-SSO
1 CONTINUE
RNUM=A (1)
XNUM=O.
DO 2 K = 1, M
AA= A(K+1)
RNUM= RNUM+AA*COSG(K )
2 RNUM=RNUM+AA*SING(K)
RDENOM=8(1)
XDENOM=O.
DO 3 K=1,N
BB= B(K+l )
ROENOM=RDENOM+BB*COSG(K )
3 XOENOM=XDENOM+BB*SING(K)
COEF=RDENOM*RDENOM+XDENOM*XDENUM
R EAL=RNUM*RDENUM+XNUM*XDENOM
XMAG= XOENOM*RNUM-XNUM*RDE NOM
REALI =REAL* COS(OL)-XMAG* SIN(OL) .
XMAGI = REAL* SIN(OL)+XMAG* COS(DL)
R EAL= R EAI. 1 /COE F
XMAG= XMAG 1/COEF
AMP= SQR Y (R EAL *R EAL +X;IA G* XMAG )
PHI = PHASE (REAL,  XMAG )-360.
IF (PHI.GE.-360.0.AND.PHI.LT.-180.0)PHI=PHI+360.0
RETURN
END
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2.6.4 TRANS, FORTRAN-IV Subroutine For The Calculation Of The
Transfer Function Of Physically Realizable Passive Networks.
The transfer function of a network composed of lumped-parameter R, L, and
C components is given by the ratio of two polynomials In S:
M.
m
Aan+1 S
H(w) =	 M = 0N
S
n7	
B'n+lv 
n=0
where Am and B  are real coefficients and S = jw. The result is, in general
complex such that:
H(w) = R(w) + j X(w)
Transfer functions are usually specified in terms of amplitude and phase:
H(w)I = _.k"R2 (w) + X2 (w) ; fb (w) = tan-1 w^
These values will be calculated for a given argument w by using the statement:
CALL TRANS (OMEGA, A. M, B, N. AMPL, PHI)
where:
OMEGA = w, the radian frequency
A = the array of Am . s, the coefficients in the numerator polynomial
M = the order of the numerator polynomial
B = .the array of Bn ' s, the coefficients in the denominator polynomial
N = the order of the denominator polynomial
AMPL	 H(w)
PHI =	 (w)
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1
It is important to note that this subroutine also calls upon two other
subroutines:
SUBROUTINE EVPOLY (OMEGA, A, N. POLYR, POLYI)
and:
FUNCTION PHASE (FREAL, FIMAG)
t
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SUBROUTINE TRANS(UMEGA,A,M,8•NvAMPLtPHI)
G	 IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-X1.0-1 1
DIMENSION A! 1).811)
CALL EVPOLYIUMEGAYArMtPR•PPI)
CALL EVPOLYIOMEGAtStN,QR,QI )
REAL= PR*QR+Q I*PP I
FIMAG=PPI *QR-PR*QI
FNURM = QR*QR ♦ WI*G I
REAL=REAL/FNURM
FIMAG=FIMAG/FNURM
AMPL =REAL *REAL ♦F IMAG*F IMAG
AMPL= SQRT ( AMPL )
PHI = PHASEI REAL ,F IMAGI -360.0
IF IPHI.GE.-360.0.AND.PHI.L T.-180.OIPHI=PHI ♦360.0
RETURN
ENO
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2.6.5 PHASE FORTRAN IV Subroutine For The Evaluation Of Phase.
The phase of the vector representation of a complex number, R + JX, is
given by:
tan-1 ( ^ )
If the arctangent of the entire quotient is taken, ambiguity with respect to the proper
quadrant will result.
This ambiguity may be resolved by using the following FORTRAN IV function:
FUNCTION PHASE (FREAL: FIMAG)
where:
FREAL = R, the real part of the complex number
FIMAG = X, the imaginary part of the complex number
The single -valued output will be the phase in degrees, 0 0 < 0 ` 36000
where the positive phase corresponds to counter-clockwise rotation of the vector.
This function is written in single-precision FORTRAN IV.
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=
FUNCTION PHASE(FREA( . ' iMAG)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H t O-Z )
SMALL=1.E-12
P I= 3.1415927
CON V= P 1/ 1809	 k
I Fl F IMAG) 1. 2, 2
2 CONTINUE
IF( FIMAG.LE * SMALL .AND.FREAL.LE. SMALL) GO TO 3
PHASE= ATAN2(FIMAG*FREAL)/CONV
RETURN
1 PHASE=360.+ATAN2(FI14AG,FREAL)/CONV
RETURN
3 WRITE(6.4)
WRITE(6.5)
PHASE=O.
4 FORMAT (/ t 78H *80TH REAL AND IMAGINARY  PARTS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION W
1 ERE LESS THAN 1.E-12*	 1
5 FORMAT 120X, 43H ****PHASE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF ZERO**** 	 )
RETURN
ENO
k'a
X^
,r
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2.6.6 EVPOLY, FORTRAN IV Subroutine For The Evaluation Of A
Polynomial In S = jw With Real Coefficients.
The evaluation of a polynomial in S = jw with real coefficients is most
economically carried out by performing the series of multiplications.
N
A S  = S (... S (S (SA
	
+ A) + A
	 ) ... + A ) + A11+1 n+l 	 n	 n-2	 2	 1
n=0
The result of this calculation will, in general, be complex.
The polynomial will be evaluated for a given argument by using the statement:
CALL EVPOLY (OMEGA, A, N, POLYR, POLYI)
where:
OMEGA = w, the radian frequency
A = the array of an ' s, the real coefficients of the polynomial.
N = the order of the polynomial
PGLYR = the real part of the result
POLYI	 the imaginary part of the result
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IiSUBROUTINE EVPULYIOM(:GA , A,N,POLYR , POLYI )C	 IMPLICIT REAL * 81 A— H 2 O — Z )DIMENSION Ad 1)Ir"IN1291,2
2 M=N+1
POL YR= A ( M )
POLYI=O.
00 3 J=1#N
X=POL YR
K=M —J
POL YR=AIK) — POLY I*OMEGA
POL YI=X*OMEGA
3 CONTINUE
GO TO 4
1 POL YR=A( 1 )
POL YI=O.
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
k„
CC
^t.
I
1
i
1
1
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3. PIZTRN, A Routine to Co..vert a Normalized Low-Pass Analogue
Filter to Four Varieties of Digital Filters
Purpose of Routine
This routine converts an analogue prototype low-pass filter to a digital filter
which is one of four types:
1) low pass
2) high pass
3) band pass
4) band reject
The analogue low pass prototype must be normalized such that its out-off
frequency is at we =1 radian per second or f^ w e/2^r.=1/2n Hertz as in the
following figure 	 i
VIP
Analogue P do'type
Digital filters produced by this routine take on the same basic characteristics
as the .analogue filters that can be produced by well known frequency transformations
from a normalized analogue low pass.
Sharp cut-off and narrow - band digital filters require an analogue prototype
wi'_, similar characteristics.
Mathematics of the Procedure
A stable digital band pass filter can be created from a stable analogue
prototype H(s) via the bilinear z transformation
S = O-z-1) / O+z -1 )	 (3-1)
where the analogue filter frequency, w, is related to the digital filter frequency,
j4 by the relation
w = tan GT/2)	 (3-2)
3-1
where T is the data sampling period in seconds.
The transformations that produce other analogue designs from a normalized
low pass filter are
sS
W	
low-pass to low -pass
U
2 w w
s <= $( Wu w )	 low-pass to band -pass	 (3-3)
u	 1
W ws	 2 c wul)	 low-pass to band-rejectWs + u 1	 TI
wl
S
	 —
	 low-pass to high-passs
Upon replacing s in the transformations by the bi-linear z transformation
the direct analogue low-pass to digital filter transformation
-1
sf 1	 1--z	 low-pass tJ low-pass
IOU 	 1 ++'Z'
(1+ wu^^l)' -2 (1-wull)-^ 0+wUwl)z-2
-2	 low-pass to band-pass
( u- 1) (1-z )
'	 (3-4)
s^ w w wu-wl	 z	 -2
	
low-pass to  band-re ject
	
(1+•
 u 1) -2 (1- w uw 1)z	 w+ uw  1)z
-1
s G wl
	
1-z 
1	 ;	 low-pass to high-pass
1-z
are obtained, where
(3-5)
w = tan ( w 7
u	 u ,
wl = Can ( . , „_
^K
3-2
1
r11,111-41"
Y3a
r
and
Q = upper digital cut-off frequency in radians per second,U
^^ = lower digital out-off fregijency in radians per second,
yl
Upon replacing s by the appropriate z transformation in H(s) a digital filter
Hz (z) = H (s)	 (3-6)
NA
am
	 b z -n z^n
L__1
0	 n«0
is obtained. Normalization of H z (z) is usually desired so that bo= 1, which can be
obtained by dividing the numerator and denominator of H z (z) by b0.
Programming Procedure
All four analogue-to-digital transformations are of the form
c0 + cIz -1 +c2z-2
X(z) 
^ ^(r0+ riz-1 +r2z -2 	 3-7)
Buz
R(z)
Insertion of s=X(z), for the desired design, into a normalized analogue low-pass
filter
NP	 NQ
H(s) =	 pjs^	 gkks , NP < NQ,
j=0	 k=0
S
r
L
i-
produces
NP	 j	 NQ
µ
H(z) _	 p. ^zZ	 q sk
 .	 (3-9)z	 R(z)	 k
J=O
	 k=0
Clearing Fractions:	 NP	 NQ
H= -----. .Cz IRz Ne-j /	 Cz^zNQ-kHZ (z )	 ^ P^ () ()	 qk () ()
j=0	 1;=0	 (3-10)
'The programming procedure is now evident.
1. A subroutine TYPEF is used to generate C(z) and R(z) depending on the digital
band-pass filter desired specified by the integer variable ITYPE:
ITYPE = I = low-pass
ITYPE = 2 = high-pass
I4 YPE = 3 = band-pass
ITYPE 4 = band- reject
2. A subroutine CNORD is used, utilizing polynomial manipulation, to compute
the numerator or denominator of H z (z) from (3 1.0).:. ' above. The same sub-
routine is used for both numerator and denominator of the digital transfer function,
but the numerator (pk), or denominator (qk), of H(s) is used as input, respectively.
3. The numerator and denominator obtained by step 2 are divided by b
,j of step 2
to obtain appropriate normalization of the digital .filter.
3-5
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a
CALL BIZTRN (P, NP, Q, NQ, OMEGAL, OMEGAU, T, ITYPE, A, NA, B,
NB) where the input variables are:
P = a one dimensional real array of the numerator coefficients of H(s),
P(s) -	 p s^
=0
P(1) = p0
P(2) = pl
etc.
NP = the degree of P(s), an integer variable
Q = a one dimensional, real array of the denominator coefficients of H(s)
k@(s) _ ,
	
qks
1-- 0
Q(1)
= q0
Q(2) = ql
NQ = the degree of Q(s), an integer variable (NQ NP)
OMEGAL = the desired lower cut-off frequency in radians per second of the
digital filter, *a real. variable
OMEGAU = the desired upper cut-off frequency in radians per second of the
digital filter, *a real variable
* If the filter is only low-pass (OMEGAU) or high-pass (OMEGAL), the other
frequency should be "sct 'to zero..
3-6
A
ikA
T = the data sampling interval in seconds
ITYPE = type of filter desired, an integer variable,
1 = low-pass
2 = high-pass
3 = band-pass
4 = b&nd-reject
and the output variables are:
NB
with	 HZ(Z) =	 ama-m	 bnZ-n
M=O
	
n=0
A = a one dimensional, real array of the numerator coefficients of HZ(Z)
A(1) =a 0
A (2) = al
etc.
NA = the degree of A, an integer variable
B = a one dimensional, real array of the denominctor coefficients, of HZ(Z)
B(1) = b0 =1
B(2) = b1
NB = the degree of B, an integer variable
a
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Subroutines called 1 LBIZTRN
Subroutines called directly by BIZTRN are:
TYFEF
CNORD
Subroutines called indirectly by BIZ ^^RN through CNORD are more general purpose
real polynomial multiplication and addition routines:
RPOLYM
RPOLYA
All four subroutines must be used along with BIZTRN.
Limitations of Program
Other than arithmetic precision, the only limitation upon BIZTRN occurs in the
dimensioning of auxiliary storage in.
CNORD: SA (50)
RPOLYM: C'STORE (50)
If desired SA and CSTORE may have their dimensioning changed.
x
SUBROUTINE SIZTRN(P,NPtQ,NQ90MEGAL90NEGAUtTtITYPE•AtNAtOtNB)
C	 IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A—H,0-1)
DIMENSION PI I)•Q(1)•AtI)tB( 1)
DIMENSION C(3).R(3)
C	 THIS ROUTINE TAKES A LOW PASS ANALOGUE
G	 FILTER• NORMALIZED SUCH THAT ITS CUT—OFF
C	 FREQUENCY OCCURS AT OMEGA =2*P I *FRE Q =
C	 1 RAOIANo ANO GENERATES FOUR K INDS OF
C	 DIGITAL FILTERS FROM THE ANALOGUE PROTOTYPE
C	 **** INPUT DATA ****
C	 ITYPE= i = LOW PASS
C	 ITYPE = 2 = HIGH PASS
C	 ITYPE= 3 = BAND PASS
G	 ITYPE=4 = BAND REJECT
C	 OMEGAL IS THE DESIRED LOWER CUT — OFF FREQUENCY OF
G	 ITYPE=2. 3, Ok 4 IN RADIANS/SEC
C	 OMEGAU IS THE DESIRED UPPER CUT —OFF FREQUENCY OF
C	 ITYPE= 1, 3, OR 4 IN RADIANS/SEC
C	 T IS THE DATA SAMPLING INTERVAL IN SECONDS
C	 P IS THE NUMERATOR COEFFICIENT ARRAY OF
C	 THE ANALOGUE FILTER H(S)
C	 NP IS ITS DEGREE
C	 Q IS THE OENUMINATOR COEFFICIENT ARRAY OF
C	 THE ANALOGUE FILTER  H(S )
C	 NQ IS ITS DEGREE
C	 **** OUTPUT DATA ****
C	 A IS THE DIGITAL FILTER NUMERATOR ARRAY
C	 NA IS ITS DEGREE
C	 B IS THE DIGITAL FILTER DENOMINATOR ARRAY
C	 NB IS ITS DEGREE
C
C	 **** 13EGIN ROUTINE ****
C
C	 GENERATE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS PER I TYPE
CALL TYPEF(OMEGAL,OMEGAU, T,C,h1C,R •NR, I TYPE)
C	 COMPUTE DIGITAL FILTER NUMERATOR (A)
CALL LNORO(PtNP^RtNRrC#NCrNQtAtNA)
C	 COMPUTE DIGITAL FILTER  DENOMINATOR(13)
CALL CN0RD(QtNQ#RtNRrC•NL9NQtBrN8)
C	 NORMALIZE DIGITAL FILTER SUCH THAT
C	 80=8(11=1
BNORM=BI 1)
LASTA=NA+1
00 1 J=19LASTA
1 A(J )=A(J 1/BNORM
00 2 K=1•NB
KK=K +1
2 BIKK)=B(KK)/8NURM
8(1)=1.
RETORN
END
a
x
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SUBROUTINE TYPEFIOMEGAL OMEGAU•T-,C,NC t K t NR,I TYPE)
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-1.)
DIMENSION Cl31,R(31
OU =	 TAN.(OMEGAU*T/2.)
OL =	 TAN(OMEGAL*T/2. )
C ITYPE=1 GENERATES PARAMETERS FUR LOW PASS
C ITYPE=2 GENEkATES PARAMETERS FUR HIGH PASS
C ITYPE=3 GENERATES PARAMETERS FOR BAND PASS
C ITYPE=4 GENERATES PARAMETEP S FOR BAND REJECT
IFIITYPE.EQ.I)	 GO	 TO	 1
IFIITYPE.EQ.2) GO TO 2
C HANDLE CASES 3 AND 4
A=OU-OL
8=1. -OU*OL
C.C= 1. +OU*OL
IF( ITYPE.Ea.4) GO TO 4
C BAND PASS PARAMETERS ( ITYPE=3)
C(1)	 =	 CC/A
C(2) _ -2.*B/A
C(3)	 = CC/A
N C= 2
R(1)	 =	 1.
R(Z)
	 =	 0.
R(3l
	 =	 -1.
NR= 2
RETURN
4 CONTINUE
C BAND-REJECT CASE
CI1)=1.
C(2)-0.
C(3)=-1.
N C= 2
R(1)=CC/A
R(2)=-2.*B/A
R(:3)=CC /A
NR= 2
RETURN
I CUNT INUE
C LOW PASS PARAMETERS
CI 11= 1./OU
C(2)=-1./OU
NC= 1
R(1)=1.0
R(2)=1.0
NR=1
RETURN
2 CONTINUE
C 2 HIGH PASS PARAMETERS
C(1)=0L
C(2) =DL
N C= 1
Rtl)=1.
R l 2)=-1.
NR=1
RETURN 3-9END
SUBROUTINE CNOROIPtNPrRtNRtCtNCtNtAtNAI
C	 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H t O- Z )
OIAENS ION SAI50)tPl II * RlIIvCl 1) rA(1)
C	 N IS THE DEGREE OF THE DENOM OF Hl S)
G	 MN IS THE DEGREE OF NUMEKATOR OR DENOMINATOR
C	 OF HIS 1 t ACCORDING TO WHICH IS NE I NG CALCULATED
FLAG 1.
C	 FIRST TERM COMPUTATION
SA(l)=l.
NSA=O
^O 1 J=1tN
LALL RPOLYM( SAtNSArR t NR tSAtNSA)
l CONTINUE
DIMENSION SS(l)
SS( 1)=PI 1)
NSS=O
CALL RPOLYM(SAtNSArSStNSStAtNA)
IF(NP.EU.0) GO TO 6
00 5 L=19 NP
SA( 1)=-1.0
NSA=O
C	 POWERS OF C PER TERM
00 2 K=1tL
CALL RPOLYMI SAtNSAtCtNC tSAtNSA)
2 CONTINUE
C	 POWERS OF R PER TERM
IF IL .EG.N) GO TO 3
L IM=N-L
00 4 kL=19L IM
CALL RPOLYMI SA t NSAtR t NR r SAtNSA)
4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
iS(1)=PIL+1i
C	 MULTIPLICATION BY TRANSFER FUNCTION COEF
CALL RPOLYM(SAtNSAtSStNSStSAtNSA)
G	 ACCUMULATION OF TERMS
CALL RPOLYA(SAtNSAtAtNAtAtNArFLAG)
5 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
K ET URN
ENO
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4. NON-RECURSIVE DIGITAL FILTER GENERATION ROUTINES
As mentioned in g lction. 1, filter coefficient generation for transfer function
simulation can be done with the recursive z transformation plus reconstruction routines of
Section 2 or with the non-recursive routines presented here. A guideline given in Section 1
states that if the input data spectrum extends beyond 1/3 the sampling frequency, and it is
desirAd to accurately simulate the transfer function to half the samplin, frequency, then
probably the best method of filtering is non-recursive. The advantage of non-re ,ursive
filtering is, simply, accurate simulation to half the sampling frequency.
The cost of accurately simulating a transfer function to the maximum limit (half
the sampling frequency) by non-recursive filtering is often high. The disadvantages of
non-recursive filtering are:
1. More filter coefficients or "weights" are often required, resulting
in longer computation times to perform filtering of data.
k
2. Unsuitability of the equi-spaced phase and amplitude response
sampling technique used by these routines when applied to transfer
functions w;,`h numerator or denominator roots at very low frequencies.
x
3. Greater time delay of the output often results from non-recursive
filtering.
If these disadvantages pose a significant difficulty it would be advisable to re-
{	 consider the need to simulate the transfer function to the maximinn limit; that is, reconsider
the z transformation methods plus r_•econstivction.
Non-recursive filter weights are generated from phase and amplitude character-
istics of a transfer function rather than by an analytic7.l transformation of a transfer func-
tion. From phase and amplitude samples a least squares approxiA.,ation is computed.
A routine is available which can compute the samples from an analytical form but
the transfer function must be the ratio of two. polynomials.
H(s) Q(s)
po +PIS +P2s2+... +pmsm
2	 nq  + qls + q 2 + ... + q 
n 
s
If the transfer function is available orr,ly in its factored form (as was required for the z
transformation method) it is necessary to form the denominator polynomial frorn'denominator
roots and multiplicities. The routine for this purpose is described in Section 2.6.1.
The routine,TRANTWG, evaluates a transfer function at a specified number of
points and then computes the filter weights. The weights are computed in routine, WGTCPT,
which may be called directly if the phase and amplitude samples are available.
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Figure 4-1 Irrwwfer Function Amplitude vs Frequency
By sampling this spectrum at 50 oqUally spaced points from zero to half the tampl
lug 
ir -YeqUarAcy 
much of the low frequency behavior would be obs&rsd,, Accurate simulatioa
of this transfer function could be achieved by sampling In i 01 Htsteps, that is boo amples,
This response Is not &typical of control system thnefer functions, The z transform
routine should be used on this transfer functiono if poosibleo
Il
it is tlwayti nedosottry t6 jopeolty the (611owihg,,
I ^ Tho butt bo r of wo ights domi i rod (9N44)
2; The nutritwr of phase and amplitude ttwplaa to 130 to"" 	 of tho transfer
3, The May factor OTAU) which ranges froth 0 to No
Determining theme parimetors — In determining the correc t V000natructio Nihotion
for recursive synthesis is often it tri al oad error prootoo i A gtwd,, set of ru)16o to follow Wj0
L Pick Q large onough to include all the detail of the trw*for 14notion,
2: Pick N * Q/2 
or 
OlSo 
in 
any came Q*N,
3: Initially set !TAU iw Ni it may bo pooitblo to decrease ITAU to a
triWmum value of zok*oi ITAU w 0 is often called ''end point filteringf;
wrid ITAU & N Is often called It central filtering
%ah,poe cotwideratiom are discuoised in 'col, I j Section
Singe* is nootseary to evaluate the fre-quoinoy response of the transfer function Q+l
points  some thought must be given to establishtr4 this parameter, if the spectrum is
sampled at 04le interlila (t@W samples) it is possible to inism some 
of 
the detail and the
resulting digital filter will hot si ►ulite the original transtsr.6motion acouratelyi Consider
the transfer Amctfoh whose amplitude rosponst is shown ^a Figure 4-1 on a gomt-lew- hint.
^F
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The last rouGlro of this bjctirt i« deiigried to raanoVe the ctediilati Qm lti , tha digital
filter respotu o which Oodur whoti the doddifinadoh trmwiter' futictioii has fruit ir(Al-off of
rlde dharjidteristfes, This Is a result of dohY®rgencs difficulty of the .toothed (tie I'oibbei
_	 _ _.phenoimeha" ); The^ie oaoillatfotui are trioit apparent botween th® traMfe,r fuhbiiol, aiampiP
Pointe; therefore; It V tilWays lit to eXaihiri9 the di- Itil fllte frequency respoh[i g at piyore
POWs than
 the G FI daimple`ii of tho analogue t! arufor 1, Action, If these osoilliitfohs are
prcwent they eim be st000thod out by the routino 191b OOTH: Ad ohs might Wcpeot; there is
v	 u Prloe to pay iia using l9Mc)OTH; than is some Jodi of itcaPprtess of rill.=orf wl^iol^ oaiieOd the
oeoiilatiohn to the (Imt place: These ideas giro distmooed In Vole' 19 Sootfon ll:
011 ho routfne SlN00,11ff dah W ad jum ted to apply one of three methods;
L Latiozoo weighto
2y o v ii o-dquarod weight#
J. Linear or Peje,r we ights
C No i oothlt g
.
Usually Laitoti^oe or coolne -squared weights will operate moot eft 	 to rethove ' f rlppl®s q it
_	 F
e
4.1 'T RANWas A Routine to Generate Non-Reoursive Filter Weights
from a Transfer Function
Thin routine computes non-recursive filter coefficinnta or "weights" from a
transfer function expresu eu as a ratio of two polynomials.
Hill)	 A (540
a0 + Rig + 028 2 + .. . + a 
m 
8 m
b0 + bia + b2s + ... + b 
n 
8 n
The transfer function is evaluated at Q+1 equally spaced po.nts from zero to half the sampling
frequency. The weights are cemputed from those samples in routine; WC'TCPT.
In addition to the input transfer function it is necesmary to specify the number of samptes
of the transfer function to be taken (JQ+I), the number of weights desired (MA), the
norrnilized time delay of the resulWaS digital filter (ITAU), and the sampling period, T.
The time delay factor, I rj%u, can have a range of values from 0 to imL. The meaning of
I'TAUno is a minimum delay filter produring an "end point filter." ITAU wN produces what
is called a "central filter	 gene Vol. L. Sloation 5 for detalLn o
CALL wrAT1EMENIT
CALL TRANWC (A, Iii, 8, N, To JQ, W, ITAU, NL, HMAO, MPNASE)
where
1. A is a real linear array containing the numerator coefficients of the transfer function.
2. AEI is the integer degree of the name rat-, r polynomial,
3. B is a real linear array containing the denominator coefficients of transfer function.
4, N is the integer degree of the denominator polynan ial.
5, T is a real variable whose value is the sampling period.
6. JQ in an integer with (JQ+I) equal to the number of samples to be taken of the trawfer
function.
7. W In real linear array which will contr,in the 2N+1 weights.
S. ITAU is an integer whose value is the normalized time delay of the rommlting non-
recursive filter. B can have values from zero to ML.
I
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U, NL Is to Integer value and is related to the number of weighte desired, The numb-.,
of weights computed is 2NL+1.
10. HMAU is a real linear, array containing the magnitude, samples of the transfer function,
11, HPHASE Is a real linear array containing the phase samples of the trtuVrer function,
All arrays are dimemioned outeiide the oubroutine in the caving pr(Vram, It in
neoexiiani that the dietersion for A be greater than N; B greater than M; W be greater than
2N. HMAC, HPHABE must be dimensioned greater than J-Q,
TRANWO requires tho following routines:
(1) WGTCPT
(2) TRANS
(3) EV"^iJL'Y
(4) PHASE
WGTCPT Is the only routine of thin group which him internal storage, which mey haves
to have its DIMENSION statement changed, The arrays CP and SP are dimensioned at 5010
If JQ in greater than 5000
 this dimension statement would have to be increased,
11
^I
L
l
i
I
I
6
s
r	
g
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SUOA0UTINE TMANNOfA#M ®®• NoI@JQ#WtI TAU tNL ® MMAGvHPNA%H
DIMENSION Mitl9llopHNA01I/oMPNASE111Oill
CATA PI/5.14194265/
ONEGAW0601 00
CEL PA P 1/ 1 T* FLQAT1 JO 1;
COW vn P 1®1®0.0600,0
NMAxm ju# 1
00 1 1w
 l m NMA A
CALL TRANS IUMEGA,A#No@vNsAMPL6PO4e I
MMAGi I leAMPL
14PMASE111®PHIOCONV
1 OME C^A^ O^YE QPA4 CEL PM
CALL WGTCPTINL®J®•1TAU,MMAbs04PMASEekI
A ET URN
AND
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WOTC12 'C, A 1UPutine to Compute the Weight+i of a Nun-llecursive hitter
This routine uaes saniple po of the amplitudo and phwe rosponse of it transfer function
vs inputs tci generate nun-rsocurnive filter welghts, 'Chore must be (Q+l , equally "paced
response s um pl erg cove ring the range from zero to 1/2 the sampling frequency to produce
(2N+I) weights, It is neceoosary that QZ-F N for the routine to function, in fact, it to des irable
that Q rON for a compromise between theoretical accurac„ , and tctual numerical accureny
prof lerns, If Q is vary large the routine looses numerical accuracy, The ca),'Mation
performed in a Nast squares carve fitting to the complex samples (expressed to amplitude
and phme), A given weight ib calculated by the formula;
Q.1
W 
r is W11  
00816 (0)I+	
^e	
A(wq) coo,, w  (ITAU-r) T-O (wq)1
qzl
+ A (w ) cos r It	 (1'CA U- r) 'f' - 40 (w ) I
where A ( ) represents the amplitude samples
( ) represents the phana samples
wq ,	 is the normalized frequency; C► ''” wq! n
H*A U is a time delay fscfeor; Cx'' ITA U^ N
T is the t ampl ing period in n econd,
'rho development and interpretation of this formula is presenW in Vol, 1,
ovetion fir,
CALL STATEMENT
CALL WC'CCPT (N, JQ 9 I TAU, HMAG, HPHASE, W)
wheA c
(1) N indicates the number of weights to be generated, 'Piers are 214+1 weighu generated
(integer),
(2) JQ corresponds to Q in the explanation above, J l is the number of amplittWo and
p1me samples presented (lnte r),
i
1	 s?
(,$) ITAU Is the time delay factor, ITAUwc1 Implies that the remulting filter hies no
additional output delay, 'Thies Its often culled "end point filtering," ITAUa N produces
it shier with WT seconds of additional delay, `I`him condition Is called "oentral filtering, "
ITAU may have any Intr ;der value from 0 to N,
(4) HMAG Is a real lint%r array containing the JQ+l M4piVWe sarnplef,
It correepondm to A( ) function above, The first value of HMAG ,array, HMAG (1),
contains the mitgnitude of the transfer function at zero frequency xnd so on,
HMAG 0) a H(W) I
c^U
HMAC ,2) A H(W)	 ws
wo a sampling fregtvPncy
MMAGI ^Jwl) w H(w)	 Ws
I W O T.
(5) PPHASE is a real linear array containing the phase sans	 0, It corresponds to (13 ( )
	in the express l un above, 111711Al1E Is ordered the saute	 4MA O,
	
(0) W Is a real linoar array which contains the 2N+1 r 1gh,	 snerated in the routine,
The arrays appearing in the CALL a tatement ob
	 their dimension from the call in
program, Two other arrays are dimewfon d in th- 	 Stine;
(1) CP I (2) OP, They are dimensioned at 501 whit, es, sufficient for JQCSOO, It is not
recommended thiitJQ-500, however, if this is attempted C,P and SP should be dimensioned
to a value greater than or equal to JQ4,
This routine does not require any other routine to function,
4-b
iA
T ^^
Su&lvjUTlmE MGfC®TIN•JW#ITAUoMMAi;#HPMASE,af
0 196145 ION MMA411 1, MPMA SEI 11 r al I 1
® Imam Sloft CP1"5011, so !
 I4011
CAT A PI/3#141 59265/
K n N^-ITAJ
AMPOCa MMAGI 11 0 (WSI NPMASE1 11 0
CO S MUo ifig
MMUSMU®l
PP,0 k,PMASE@ idUl
Cp IMUl e COSIPPI
J SPIMU) s SIMPP )
XQw JO
CONSA P l /XQ
LIl102#N`l
DO 2 091 1 P L IN
J1AJ41
Jim L1N-j1	 IS FOR HUNTSVILLE AEVERS90 WEIGHTS
JJw J
VA I N- I K ♦J 11 A
ANC®CON SO V
9,0 COSIANGI
X 2s X* 2.
CHINX
CMO 2 1.
5041 0- SINIANGO
MA O *
W wAg 0 .
00 l L Qs l e L I MQ
C,s X 2* GM0-CM 1
S0 9 2« SMO- SM l
WWo WW*HMAGILL(i /* ICPILQ IOC#SPI LIJ) $Sf
041sCM0
SM 1S SM0
C140c C
I S!#0s S
CA X 2* f.40- Chi 1
S0 X 20 SMO- SM I
WIJJI p MM/X61#IAXPDC#MMA61MMU1 O ICVI MUI*C*SPI MU/x511/12.*XQl
2 CONTINUE
I F ► J U-N 1 4#5#4#
S MIl1^^flli/x.
IiILIM1^t^ILTM//2.
4 CONTINUE
RETUMN
ENO
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4, 3, SM O O'I fi t A Routine- to livinove, 141pple m In the liempemme? of Non•-liecurmive
PiIterm
I'Mm ruutine mmoothm ripplem in the y amplitude and phases remponme of nun-re9curmive
111 te e rw , 1 1 14 , ri ppl e-m , deoc rite rf its they C lbtm phenomena, are the reesul t of convergence
difflcultiom characteri.4de of Four ► err reerlem rcepremesr;taatiotr of tranoter ;unctitow having a
rapid change- In amplitude and phame, Sharp cutoff smoothing filters are one example of the
el amm of traaimfer functions which produce theme ripplesm, The purpose- of them r-nutine Is
to eliminate the>ue ripplem or reduce them to a tolerab l e., level,
Thre c metheAm of modifying the weightm to e-liminaW, ripples area available,
1, Lane;rerm Weighting
2, Comine- 3quare Weighting
'3,Linear or Veje:r We tenting
In each erase the original w` lghte, are multiplied by a constant factor, The value of the
ccmmtant In a function of the type , of mmoothing, the;, weight being mmoothed, and they time delay
of the y
 filter, Generally the- I.aancmm and coming meivarCej modified filters are the most
defO rable, Landes weighting Iyo umua ►,ly recommended as it does ne,t attesnuak , the high
frequency components as radically as the Cosine SeivaroA method and also dvzm not re-duce
they low irryue-ncy component." aam much aaA Fejer Weighting, It gives a happy compromise
between Lite rinse- time of a banal -paamm filter and IW ripple, Thened smoothing techniques art?
dimcummesd in Vol, 1, l^, ,cdon ,,
CALL 81WITM1;NT
CA LL SIPIOO I'if (N 9 ITAU, ITYPE;, W)
w tit, re
(1) S Is an intt,►ger use d to Indicate that there are 2101 weights.
(2) ITAU I" they :,-Altional normalized time delay of the filter (integer)
(3) ITYPE is an integer flag used to IrWie;aite which srriex ►thing technique they routine in to
use, l is for Lancirms, 2 is for chine squared, :3 Is for FoJer, and 0 indicaten that
the mmao-thing procedure is to be bypnmxod, '1'haat w. it rrYPE w d thY routine returns
to the calling program,
4-18
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I
I
Ili W ;A a real lmzmr array cortainink L %, +1 weightm, W contalnfis m(xlifj(.,d we,ighu, upor
''	 r'Murr, ,(, the calling r)Yniyr jm, the old valuepo art, roplaced by rim vahwo,
This roratine < (moo not caul any other routine and emit,ainh only nor- array, W which
obt alry Its dimension from the calling program,
r
4
4-Dl
SUBROUTINE SMOOTH( NoITAU9I TYPE 9W)
DIMENSION W(11
IF  I TYPE) 269 25926
26 Em 1 • E-02
Kw N — I TAU
AK& K
X= ASS(RK
Y=N
Y*Y ♦ X
LIM=2*N+1
P Ia 3.14159417
00 21 J=19 L. I M
VJ= J-1
ARG= AASI Y— VJ )
IF I ARG — E 1219 2 4 23
23 GO TO 119 29 319 ITYPE
24 CONTINUE
JJ=L IM+1—J
WIJJ1=WIJJ 1*Z
WIJ 1=W`JI $ Z	 IS FOR HUNTSVILLE REVERSED WEIGHTS
21 CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE
RETURN
LANCZOS WE I GM IM S
1 CONTINUE
WW=`PI$ARG1/1Y+11
Z= SINIWWI/Wb
GO TO 24
COSINE SQUAR EO W . gGHTIN
2 CONTINUE
WW=IP I$ARGI/ l2*! 1P+111
Z= COS(WW1 **2
60 TO 24
LINEAR  OR FEJER WEIGHTING
3 CONTINUE
Z=1X+l—AkG1/iY+l1
GO TO 24
END
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5. APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL FILTERS
The preceding sections of this x ,Yport covered various methods of synthesizing
digital filter coefficients. This section covers their application to actual digital filtering and
processing.
It is assumed here that the digital filter coefficients have been found and have been
verified by steady-state amplitude and phase res pone a versus frequency testing. The
programs which use the digital filter coefficients or "weighta ll to 10process" samplad data
are outl Ift ed.
Having established that linear, constant coefficient, digital filters are of one of
two types; recursive digital filters and non-recursive digital filters it is possible to use
the same numerical integration programs for both types. The non-recursive filter
realisation formula for both types relates the present filter output, y k, to the past inputs
and outputs.
M	 N
Y 
= l	 7" a x - -	 by®nk	 g Z__., m k mn	 n k
m=0
	
n=1
where
	
am is the mth filter numerator coefficient
b 	 is the nth filter denominator coefficient
M and N are the degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials,
respectively , of the z transform transfer function
The distinction between recursive and non-recursive filters is that the non-recursive filter
does not use past outputs while the recursive filter uses both past outputs and past inputs.
Hence the correct form for implementing non-recursive filters with the programs which
follow is to set b = 1.0 and set the degree of the denominator polynomial, N, equal to
zero. The weights are the a 's above and the degree of the weight polynomial, M, is the
number of weights minus one (AEI = 2NL)
This fundamental computation 13 made by the filter routines RECF and RECF2.
RECF is useful for implementing single filters while RECF2 is designed to handle a large
number of filters whose coefficients are stored in two large arrays; one for the numerator
coefficients and the other for the denominator coefficients. A use for RECF2 might be
implementing a bank of bandpass filters for spectrum analysis. lather than storing each
filter numerator and denominator polynomial in a separate array (with its own distinct
name) it is easier to use two arrays, referring to a specific set of filter coefficients by an
index.
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5.1 RECF AND RECF2 Function Routines to Perform Digital Filtering
These two routines are the fundamental digital filtering routines. rhy perform
the computations required to produce a filter output when given; 1. an input, 2. necessary
pact input and output history and, 3. the filter coefficients. Since this information is
presented to the routine via call variables from the main program kll filters used in a
program car, share a single routine.
The computation perforated to find the present filter output is
1
yJ 	 q o	 7 qny'-n
n=1
m
+	
Pmxj-m
m o
where xj-m,e are filter inputs
i 7j-n are filter outputs
CALL STATEMENT
(	 FILOUT = R.ECF (P, ATP, Qo NQ9 X• Y® Z)
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(6) 1 is the filter coefficient reference index, an integer variable which has tralues
I iff 1 9 2, 3 0 ... NF.- NF is the number of filters.
(9) J in the filter storage reference index, an integer which has values 1, 2, 3 0 	, NFL.
mince 1 and J are reference numbers rather than storage location indices,
the linear a r rays P, Q, X, Y are composed of NF dal s ia® subgroups, That is., etch
filter in these array® occupies the same length of storage regardless of the actual
degree of a particular filter in the group. Therefore, the length of storage in P, Q, X,
Y for each filter is the length regtdred for the largest filter in the group, Consider
three filters whose transfer functions are
(z)	 pOl + p111-1
q01 + qlz-
	
-1 
1
	 -2	 -3	 -4P22 + p12Z + p`2Z + p32Z + p42a
2
(^) 
%2 + g12z- + g22Z-:. + ^2La-3
la.rgast of the six polynomials.
i-he numerator coefficients are stored in array P W,
P(1) pOl' P(2) s pll' P(3) :e 0. P(4)	 s 0. P(5) a 0. ,
P(d) p02' P(7) : p12 P(S) . p22' P(9) w P3,2" P¢O)	 _ P42'
FUNCTION RECFI49M,B.Ntxevtzj
0104ENSION AI 11oA1ll,x11/rY/ l)
Zl=Allf*Z
sn x 11/
IFIN *LE.0) GO TO 25
I	 P4P1=M `l
00 24 K= 2, P1P 1
Us x IK 1
Z1=Z1`AIKI*S
x/K I : Si SOU
CONTINUE
r	 25 CONTINUE
T= Y M
1FINAEo01 GU TO 27
NP lam 41
®O 26 J=2pNPl
V O Y (J )
LIN ZI-69 J /OT
YIJ 1=T
T=V
26 CONTINUE
27 CONTINUE
xl 11AZ
YI 11=Z1
RECF=Zl
i
	
RETURN
END
4
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FUNCT JON RECF21PAPPOAQ9X09YO#Xpf 9J'
C TWO	 DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IS USE D
 HOWEVER INDEXES ARE COMPUTED
DIMENSION P! 11.®IlSrX01 fl/ rY0111
C FRONT INDEX OF ARRAYS 	 CORgE SPONOS TO PART OF d ►DI VI OVAL
C FILTERING OPMATION
' 6 IF ASINGLF LINEIA ARRAY IN THE RCALLBIT CORAESP'ONOS TO
C THE FRONT INDEX 01K)OPI Kr l[
C !=FILTER INDEX 18ACK I W EX I
C J=IIATA STORAGE INOEX:BACK INDEX!
NQ1$NP+1
NObsNO+l
109FsNP 1 ,0 11 —
 I 1 +l
10XSsNP 10 IJ— l I +l
11=PI IOXFI*X
S1=X0i [OXSI
IFINPI ®Llol[ GO TO 2
GO 1 Ks1rNP
IXSK41OXS
Us XON, IX9
Z1s ZI+PIK+IDXF I,*SI
XOIIXlast
I Slau
2 X01 IO X Se=X
luxPoNohIoI 1-1/+1
lOXSsNOI^I J — l I+fl
TTsVOIIOXSI
IFINOI&LE®lI GO TO 4
'. IXsK +IOXS
llv Zl —QlK+IODXF I 4 rT
YO1 I X,IsTT
3 TT=V
e ^ YOIIGXS!=11
RECF2s Z 1
RETURN
ENO
a
^r
5-.0
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5.2 BRECY, A Function Routine which Produces a Moving Bandp-ase Filter
This Nnetion routine produces a bandpass filter whose center frequency can be
moved as a function of time. Center Irequency movement is specified polynomial func°..un.
SPFUN = wo ♦ wlt ♦ w 2 t 2 
♦ ...+  wntn
where wv
 is the initial or starting renter frequency in radians /second
wl . , wn
 are coefficients for higher orde r frequency
increment te rms in radians /s ccond
t is time in seconds
X is the degree of the specification ^xgynomial
The characteristic response shayw of the bandpass filter is tlW of an N-3
Butte► rworth b9ndpass function. U has a fairly flat bandpasts characteristic and good
attenuation of out-of-band frequencies. The bandwidth of the filter is set by a specification
pa ra mete r when the function routine is fi ne t call ed and car► not be modified in fu rtu re "Calls
U may be incorporated in the routine arith some minor tmcsdifications including the addition
of another flag variable in the call statement.
The center frequencyy function specification polynomial, however, can be ch&VW
C
A discnuanion of the theoretical traeiss for the moving ts^aaaulpass niter can be found
In Vol, s, Section lv,
°
CALL SrA'1'EMVIT
A
Y - BRECF (SPFUN, NFIU'N, ICGE, YILBW, XIN, ICLEtt, T)
where
(1) SPFUN is a mul linear array of the specification polynomial,
(2) NFUN is the degree of the specification polynomial, an integer,
(a) JCGE is an intesg*sr flag, usually set to zero but which when seat to 1 or mere indicasteaa
that the specification function has been changed,
(4) FILOW is the bandwidth of the moving bandpaos filter in radians /second, a real
variable,
(5) MN is the input data point being filtered, a real variable,
(G) ICLVR is an integer flag used to clear the b-andpase filter. Clearing occurs if Wt flag
Is set to ones or more, oche►rwize clearing is not performed,
(7) '1' is the_►
 sampling period in seconds, a real variable,
ltt?.TR,% and its subrcosstiness arc required to perform the design of the moving bandpass filter.
Me fal ter design is performed the first ztmL the routine is called, hence the hoWpass filter
v W-v in^i:...° i:i"e^a'+°LS^'yiaa il`s^'-.° 	ftc`i , lIflu ^ =p 1M--AA 	 Oftig" imCd C''M bw changed by puuing	 v
different coc°fficientfs in the AATA►. statement for array QS which is the de►naiminator of the
normalWA transfer lust,-.ion, (Aher Bv, worth denofninsstors can he found in Introduction
tc. Mc&rn *04work Synthesis by floe, E, Valkenburg, John Wiley
	
, Inc., Publislx-r,
guonxwe it is desired to linearly move the center frcgpewy of the bandpasss filter
from 2 radian /second to 5 radians per saecond! In 100 secvnds. Since the center frequency
is moved linearly with time the polynom ial is ffi rs t order,
'i`lern,
NFUN = D
The• initial f requecy is 3 radians /second,  hence
SPFUN(1) = 3.0
'11w rate of ch,.wgc of frequency with time is
	
-	 radians
,s t	 too	 (Aec)
or
	
	
.i
SPFU.V(2) = .02
5'g
1
Th,;re are not to R, *ny ciu-..ages in the function during the JOG second run hence,
fCG E - 0
IICLEII ~ U
NW, that, there is a maxfmwn rate at which the filter can be moved, U this raW Is exceeded
th,; filter output urg e be ir^ainly tranaiente and will not represent the spectral composition
the j rp u t signal, I be maximwn rate is,
<< Tir-
,
where
BW moving filter b- Awidth in radwifo second
T filter responae time in seconds for example see "Tramslent Responses of
conventional Filters, 1 ' Henderson and< Ka.vtz pp 334-337, ME Transactimw
R
on Circuit 71mory, Vol, CT-v,, Dc. 'S8
,
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FUNCT ION SAECFISPF`ON#NFUN®IOGE#F ` LBiWtXLN^vICLEAPTI
DIMENSIGM S< rUNI IIPPIIOl#4! IOIoXOII10I PY01llOI .XG2110/ oYO2110/
io"Me"S	 6S► d101 oPS! lOD
DATA 1FIR;4Tr'&Pfo4S/1e0#2.002.001.0oOoOl##a®S131
DATA P'S/1.0#900.0/'gFZfO*4oZEItO /®o0 /sPt 2/6.263135 /o tTYPE/1/
IF1 IF LAST i It is 2
2 IFIASto0
I CL EA= I
ICGEWI
OMUt& P I2*F IL®4o/200
CALL	 TYPE vPvMPvVgh(r)
I SFt ICLEA' 3#3v,4
Eh LO 5 Sa to 10lo t II)A1EAO
YO l 11'15 1 Eta
X02111AZEAO
5 Y021 t 1=ZEiAO
I CL EA's
 0
3 IMCGE' 60607
7 ICGEo0
T 1 MEs Z EAO
6 OMTNSPFUMIII
IFIMFUMoLE,900 GO TO 9
kF lmMFUlV# 1
T 114w T IME
C,0 ® 1s20MF1
OMTmOMT#SPFUMf I1*TIM
0 TtM^TI14E^T114
9 OMToOMTOT 114E
11M f!o T t/11E p 4
C OPERATIONAL POAT ION OF MOVING XAM PASS F l L;EA
SKM $ 1NIONT I
CKW COS 40M T 1
XM 1 s X INf SK
XM2 ae X 1N$CK
XLI :OAECFIPoNPoilo oXOloYOloXMII
XL2m A ECF t P,, NP o Q o WJ v X0 2. YO2 • X1421
SAECFm SK* XL 1 s SKS XL 2
AET UR1
END
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